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JANUARY COINAGE
Washington, Feb. 7. The coinage
by the United States mints during the
nnnih of January was as follows:
Gold pieces, 831.2S1, of a value of
$13,044.oro; stiver pieces, s.zis.oou, or
pieces,
a value of $2,129,000; five-ceii, 044. "Hi, valued
ai (Jjj.iuu;
n:Hi. $497,000: coinage for the
Philippine government was 1,350,000
pesos.
nt
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GAMES
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District
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MUST GO

Attorney Says Tlicy Come
I'mler Ran of Imw.
11.

Feb.

7

District Attorney

I,. U. Fui'en. who has Just returned
from a trip to Washington ami other
cities, i. .day stated that private card
games anil dice throwing for cigars
come under the nan of the.
law. He says: "Inasmuch as I

haw received many queries from this
and other counties of the district as
to the new gambling hiw applying to
dice Klines for cigars in stores and
resorts and to private card games for
money, I would like to say to the public that while the new law Is somewhat ambiguous, and while the courts
uin t..,. t,, r.'w itn it before the
question is ultimately settled, I willj
hold that i? absolutely prohibits gambling lii any style, including the
kinds mentioned, and will act in an '
capacity, accordingly from
ofticl.il
'
tills time on."

7.
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Las Cruces Will Entertain
In Honor of Completion of Initial Unit.

Vis-itor-

years

Heard lame to Dexter two
He Ls survied by a widow- two
grown sons anil a married daughter.
Huckaby has lived at Dexter for
nine years and has a wife, two daughters and a son. He has always
The date
a goo, reputation.
for his pr.'liininai y hearing ha not
ago.

,

en-j.-

e: been set.

Farewell Receptfon Yesterday
Attended by Prominent citizens of Punta Arenas.

s

RUN SPECIAL TRAIN

Roswell, Feb. 7. Intense excitement prevails at Dexter, a small town
fourteen miles south of Roswell, over
tne killing there of J. L. Beard, aged
65 years, one of the most prominent
farmers in that section. Samuel J.
Huckaby, aged 4 5 years, a prosperous
farmer and stock grower and neighbor of Beard, Is in Jail at Hoswell,
charged with murdering him.
Huckaby admits that he assaulted
Heard last Sunday, striking him over
the head with a club, because, he alleged, the old man cither had asdaughsault Huckaby'
Huckaby claims to have dister.
covered enough evidence to Justify
him in assaulting Heard.
Huckaby drove to Hoswell yesterday to make a complaint against
Heard to Justice of the Peace A. K.
Welter and District Attorney Louis O.
Fullen, claiming that Heard had enticed his young daughter.
Huckaby, while accusing Heard,
admitted that be had had an encounter with him and that he had struck
1.1m over the head with a club. He
insisted that a warrant for Beard's
arrest lie Issued immediately and the
old man placed under arrest.
While preparing to sign his name
to an affidavit against Beurd, a telephone message was received by DisFullen that the old
trict Attorni-climbed to ins wounos.
man had
The presumption I thai one of the
blows on the head caused concussion
of the brain.
The assault took place at the Huckaby ranch. Accoiding to the slory
Huckaby told District Attorney Fullen. Hear,! and his agei wife went to
make a Sunday call on their neighbors. Huckaby. who had been
his daughter regarding Heard,
met the couple at the door and at
once accused the man. Heard denied
having done anything wrong. Hot
words followed and then Huckaby
seizeil a club and stunk Heard over
Ihe head several times until he fell
to the ground. Mrs. Heard, who was
some distance behind her husband,
witnessed the assault, ns did Mrs.
Huckaby and her young daughter.
Mrs. Heard ran forward and pleaded
with Huckaby not to kill her husband. Heard was 'aken up in a
condition. He grew
Wednesday night
worse until late

Washington,

E

AT DEXTER, N. M.

when he died.

xk
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south express. They bought tickets
only as far as the frontier but It Is
thought the party will not stop until
Paris is reached. Their ultimate des.
tlnation is not !:nown, as no member
of the party wouo' make a definite
statement.
will
It ls said that tne
go to Paris an 1 remain there, while
another report I.) that he will go to
Germany, where he will place his son
KI.VC, MANUEL II IS 19 YEARS OLD, WELL
in a university. Franco ls accompanEDUCATED HND-SMAND A KINDLY YOUTH. IT IS SAID.
ied by his wife and son and an intiHE NOW TAKES THE
PLACE LEFT VACANT BY ALFONSO (F SPAIN, AS EUROPE'S MARmate friend, Senor Nova.
RIAGEABLE KING.
lVnnoo ls Nervous
At the railway station Franco displayed great nervousness and kept
continually glancing about to see If
FOR ELEET RESUMES VOYAGE
anyone was following or watching PLAN CELEBRATION
him. While paying for the tickets for
the party his hands trembled so that
the money dropped to the floor.
TURNING
OF
TO PACIFIC COAST
The party was .guarded by Spanish
detectives during their stay here, and
detectives will accompany them to
!
WAFER
the frontier. There was no demonTONIGHT
stration of any nature while the party

ASSAULT AND DEATH

FROM

PREMIER FRANCO.
He has been

removed as prime
minister of Portugal since the murder of the king and the crown
prince. It whs his dictatorial measures that caused all the trouble that
led up to the assassinations.

GOOD HEALTH PREVAILS
AMONG SHIPS' CREWS

EL PASO

Las Cruces, N. M., Feb. 7. A bl
celebration is planned for Wednes-day- ,
Feb. 12, when the water is turned on under the Leasburg diversion
dam at this place.
The event will signalize the completion of the initial unit of tho great
Rio Grande reclamation project
a
$200,000 beginning of an undertaking
s,
that will cost J 000,000 more before
It is finished.
The Leasburg diversion will furnish
water, whenever there ls water In the
rivftr, to 15.000 or 20,000 acres
on the existing
ditches
above and below Las Cruces. It is
probable that the water will not fall
more than once in live to seven years,
so that the probability Is the Mesilla
valley will be secure during most of
the time until the big storage dam is
linlshed.
The assuring of regular and abundant water supply means that the
valley will be able to produce
twice as much as now, and will turn
into the channels of trade close to
$1, 000, OdO annually.
Arrangements are being made to
run a special train from El Paso to
Las Cruces. leaving El Paso in the
morning and returning at night, and
indications point to a large attendance at the celebration.
Me-sil-

Punta Arenas, Feb. 7. All the
vessels in tho American fleet are
ready to hoist anchors and. make a
fresh start when the signul to proceed on the Journey Is given at II
clock tonight from the decks of the
Connecticut.
The ships have been
overhauled und everything ls In readiness for the voyage through
the
western straits of Magellan.
When day breaks tomorrow morning the fleet will have rounded Cape
Froward. at the extreme southern
point of the South American mainland turned their prows northward
for the run of 150 miles to the Pacific
coast. The work of overhauling the
torpedo bout flotilla was accomplished
In quick time and the little boats are
ready to accompany the battleships
when tho Journey is resumed.
The officers and men of the fleet
are paying farewell calls today and
the many friends they have made on
shore are making return calls aboard
the, vessels.
The official farewells
will be mule this afternoon.
The best of health prevails among
the personnel of the fleet and every
body Is enjoying the stay at Punta
Arenas. There was
much
over the absence of Admiral Evans at the reception given
yesterday on the flagship, which wag
attended by prominent people of the
ciiy. The admiral's health Is Improving but bu is still bothered with rheumatism.

la

remained here.
Going to Paris
7.
Hendaye, France,
Feb.
The
south express passed through here this
morning,
on board
Franco of Portugal and his party. The
party had purchased tickets only to
the frontier, but did not leave the
train here, continuing on toward
Paris, where they will arrive tonight. WOULD DESIGN COIN

Heartrending Scones
Lisbon, Feb. 7. The body of King
Carlos was placed In its coffin yesterday after which the queen's mother,
Maria Pia, Queen Amelia and King
Manuel were admitted to the room
where It lies. There was a painful
and heartrending scene, for both the
queens broke down and wept, while
the tears streamed from the young
king's eyes.
At midnight the body was solemnly
and with great ceremony removed to
the royal chapel. The body of the
crown prince was also moved to the
chapel with the same ceremonies.
Monarchy Must Go
Senor Maehedo, leader of the Republican party, in an interview today
denied indignantly that there was any
connection between his party and the
assassins of the king and crown
prince. He explained that the Republican party Is perfectly legal and that
there is nothing further from the
minds of the members of that party
than a propaganda of force.
He said he is certain that the
regime in Portugal is doomed
and that It will die peacefully within
a few years. He stated, however, that
there would be no violence on the
part of the Republican party to accomplish this end.
mon-archi-
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Standpatters Agree to Take
Action If Subject Is Left
Until After Preslden
- tlal Election.
REMOVE

INTEREST

Applaud New Mexico's Efforts.

--

Madrid. Feb.

De-

Washlngtonlans are Securing Ful
Information Regarding Work of
Sixteenth Congress-Otflcl- als

co of Portugal and the members of
his party, who arrived here from Lisbon yesterday, left last night on the

portion.
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:
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New York. Feb. 7. The
where
abouts of Charles W. Morse banker
and promoter, who has bien missing
today
since Saturday, was learned
through a statement by Mrs. Morse,
who declared that her husband sailed
Saturday for Europe on the steamer
Campania, of the Cunurd line, and
that she went with him to the boat.
"Mr. Morse Is coming back on the
Campania on her next trip," she
said. "The voyage was taken that
he might rest and recover his nervo
force. He Is a fighting man and will
be back to face anything."
If Morse is on the Campania as his
wife says he Is, he will be apprehended when the boat arrives at Liverpool.
A cablegram has been sent to Liverpool and with the arrival there of the
Campania
tomorrow, officers will
meet Mr. Morse.
In contradiction to the statement
of Mrs. Morse is the one of Morse'g
son, Edwin, who declared that he
and his father dined together In this
city Sunday. If this statement Is correct his father Is not on the Campania, aB the boat sailed Saturday.
It is also reported that MVrse was
seen In his box at the Metropolitan
opera house Wednesday night and
still another report says that he was
seen In Boston Wednesday. In spite
of his wife's statement a search is
being continued In this city and Boston for the missing man. Should he
he will be
be on the Campania
brought back from Liverpool on the
next boat.
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dlarrisburg, Ia.. Feb. 4. Pennsylvania paid $761.10 for the speaker's
chair In the hall of representatives of
capitol.
its new
The chair was exhibited in court today
ut the trial of J. H. Sanderson, the
contractor, on charges of graft. When
it was announced that the chair had
feet of $12.80
been .Villed at fifty-nin- e
a foot, a spectator grave a prolonged
The chair
whistle of astonishment.
inches front,
measured thirty-seve- n
twenty-nin- e
Inches deep and ninety-tw- o
inches hitch. Mr. Potter said the
only possible way of getting the number of feet charged for by Sanderson
was by computing the contents of a
box that would cover it.
showing; KMclfic Fraud
Having obtained the admission of
the bills, invoices and settlements and
'having shown that eight years ago
only standard of
Mr. Sanderson's
measurement of furniture was the linear foot, the state tried today to show
specific fraud in some of the Items
in the invoices. Evidence was also
submitted to show that Sanderson's
claim to a surface foot measurement
standard In hU bills for the furnishings for the new capitol was not sus
tained by any charges In his own Invoices. Further to illustrate to the
jury that in paying for the capitol furniture the state would be made to pay
for air space., new exhibits of furnl
ture and photographs of the rostrums
In the senate and house caucus rooms
were offered in evidence. Sanderson
collected $90,748.80 and paid the sub
contractor who made them $2,060.
Some of tho Sofas Missing
Fred H. Potter of an audit company of New York was called to identify from his inventory of the capitol
furnishings the furniture in the hall
The testimony de
of representatives.
veloped that In the general crowding
of the capitol with surplus furniture
no system was observed, no recora
was kept, and, as a result, some of the
sofas cannot be found.
Potter produced an Inventory of all
the furniture In the capitol and testt
fled that the measurements were fal.se
of the furniture other than the sofas,
(allies and clothes trees mentioned in
tho indictment in the case now on
trial. A small window seat was pro
ducts! in evidence. It was thirty-si- x
Inches long, nineteen Inches deep and
twentv-nin- e
iches high
and one-haand was billed by Sanderson to the
state as eighteen feet at $18.40 a foot
.totaling $331.20.
T. Stewart Pearce, cashier of the
Mate treasury, said settlements were
made for furniture before the invoices
were aporoved by the board of
grouiris and buildings.

SEC

Assist Irrigation
Congress.

Prosecution Showed That State Conflicting Reports from Family No Demonstration Greets Fallen
Dictator In Madrid- - Ultimate
Cause Officers to Continue
Paid tor Airspace tn Buying FurnSearch-OfficDestination Thought to Be
Await Arishings for New Capitol BuildGermany Franco Disat
Campania
of
rival
ing -- Some Sotas Canplays Nervousness.
Liverpool Tomorrow.
not Be Found.
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Court Room Mrs. Morse Says Her Husband
Sailed Saturday on Steamer
Whistled In Wonder when
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Suggi'x, Bright Mclul

illi Teddy Hour on
One Side.

PLOT

TO

KILL PRINCE NICHOLAS

piece
Chicago, Feb. 7. A two-cedesigned especially for children is toe
idea of William H. Pease of Kansas
City.
Mr. Pease has written a let;er,
to Chicago friends outlining his ldexj
itgai'ding the new coin.
"I believe a coin valued at twO
cents, larger than the one cent, and
made of some bright metal, with a
child's head on one side and a 'Teddy
Hear' or some o her design on tho
other side would be popular wth the
children and better adapted for their
use than the copper cent," says Mr.
Pease.
nt

j

KILLS Wil l: AND Slil.l'
Denver, Feb. 7. Mortally ill with
consumption and insanely Jealous, Ja.
cob Keretzky practiced shooting at a
target with a revolver for several days
in preparation for the murder of his
wife,
Rebecca, whom he fatally
wounded while she was walking on
the street last night. He then shot
himself In the head. Both died later
In the night at the hospital.

Arrest of Montenegro .Miner in Globe
By Postal Authorities
closes a Spy.

Ii.

E! Paso, Tex

Feb, 7. As a result
of the arrest of Mill GJonovlch, a native of Montenegro, lu Globe. Ariz.,

C, Feb. 7.
Curry and the enthusiastic delegation of New Mexicans
have spent much of their time during
the past two days In working for the
next National
Irrigation congress
which will meet In Albuquerque this
fall.
"
As a result of their efforts promises have been secured from the war
department, th navy department and
the postoftlce department for extensive exhibits for the big congress.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, president
of the board of control, who reached
Washington day before yesterday,
started the active campaign for the
Irrigation congress. Colonel Hopewell has worked indefatlgably for the
interests Tf the big congress with the
result that much has been accomplished. He has extended invitations
to many of the leading men in Washington at present and a large number
of them will attend the congress and
Incidentally make their first trip to
D.

New-- Mexico.

The exhibit which the postofflce

de-

partment contemplates making at Albuquerque during the congress will
excel anything of the kind ever seen

Roosevelt Is On Record as Favoring a Commission
Will Devote Part of This Session
to Gathering Data for
Commission's Use.
Washington, Feb. 7. Revision of
the tariff Is positively promised by
the House and Senate leaders In the
next Congress. To meet the demand
for some action at this session and
to warrant the position they have
themselves taken against such a proposition, - Speaker Cannon, Chairman
Payne, Representative Dalzell and all
the other "standpatters" who figure
In House management, are tolling the
revisionists that If they will be patient
until after the next election and the
Republicans continue in control of all
the branches of the government, revision will be agreed to. without further discord.
In addition to this, the promise is
made by the speaker and the chairman of the ways and means committee that if the Republicans carry the
elections the present ways and means
committee will set to work diligently
at the very beginning Of the next session to collect information for use In
the next Congress in preparing a revised tariff bill. The committees will
give hearings and will conduct an investigation with respect to all complaints of Inequalities and Injustices
in the present law.
May lVgta at Ouce
It is even intimated that this congress will make it possible to revise
the tariff at a special session of the
next Congress If It be determined that
revlion Is of such Immediate importance. The hearings to be held by the
ways and means committee and the
Information to be collected will be
available for Immediate consideration
after March 4, 1909.' This virtual acknowledgment that a readjustment of
the tariff schedules cannot be postponed for more than another year Is
expected to set at rest the present
agitation in favor of the appointment
of a tariff commission.
The representatives of the Manufacturers' association who are urging
the commission plan and were told
positively by Speaker Cannon that
there would be no commission author.
Ijted at this session, presented their
arguments to the president.
Mr. Roocevelt Is on record ns favoring the creation of a commission and
the removal of the tariff question
from the field of politics. He acquiesces, however. In the plan of the congressional leaders to postpone oonld-eratl- n
of the subject until after the
elections.

a.id nrll! be among
the most unique exhibits at the congress.
Forestry Bureau Aids
Colonel Hopewell and the Kew Mexico delegates called at the bureau of
forestry today and Chief Pinchot has
promised that his bureau will Join
with the New Mexicans to make the
congress a success.
This bureau will have an extensive
exhibit and Chief Pinchot will be In
personal charge of It together with
several other prominent members of
the bureau.
The war department and the navy
department will send detachments of
men and In addition will have interesting historic exhibits never before
sent to the southwest
If there was any doubt In the minds
of Washington people that New Mexico was sleeping, they have been suddenly dispelled. The New Mexicans
have effectually awakened interest In
and have
that section of the southwestadvertising
given the territory more
of the right kind than it ever secured
In Its history before.
A large quantity of literature has
been distributed and every member
of congress and the heads of dozens
of departments have heen Interviewed.
A number of other departments will
yet be induced to send exhibits to ONE DEATH RESULTS
for the congress. A
New Mexico
strong effort is being made to secure
FROM NEW YORK FIRE
an extensive exhibit from the reclama.
memmany
get
as
to
and
tion bureau
bers of that branch of the government
Story of
service to visit New Mexico as pos- Woman Fell From Fifth
Apartment Building While Waitsible.
RtMisOvelt Interested
ing for Firemen to Iteseue Her,
Even the sacred precincts of the
New York. Feb. 7. One woman Is
Whl.te House have been Invaded by
the lively westerners and the presi- dead and several persons are seriousdent Is taking a keen Interest In the ly Injured as the result of a fire
big congress and the territory that is which early today destroyed a five-stoapartment building at the corner
determined to do things statehood or
no statehood.
of Columbus avenue and Seventieth
toA prominent Washington official
street.
Margaret Land"ii. aged 22, fell from
day mid:
upon
"New Mexico has nt last hit
the fifth floor of the building, receivthe proper solution of the statehood ing fatal Injuries. She was waiting
problem publicity. Its delegates now for firemen to rescue her and slipped
have done more to on the ice grating on which she was
In Washiiigon
bring the territory to the attention of standing, owing to the lack of water
the oast in the past few days than the fire spread so rapidly that the ocan thing attempted In the past. The cupants of the building had little time
Irrigation congress, with the thou- to reaeli the street. The damage Is
sands of people who will attend It. estimate,) at J21.000.
will finish the good work. New Mexico will soon be a state for It is now
working along the right lines."
lu the southwest

ry

JAPANESE

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

AMBASSADOR

,

the postal authorities believe they
have discovered a plot against the
reigning head of Montenegro, Prince
Nicholas.
Gjonovich was arrested for taking
from the mails a letter addressed to
Bojo Pocek, anoiher Montenegrlan,
and his defense is that ho was woik-in- g
in the Interest of his government.
Several relatives of pocek have been
arrested in their horns in Montenneg-r- o
recently and it is believed Gjono.
Complaint has
vlch is responsible.
been sworn out against Gjonovich before a United States commissioner of
for misuse of the mails. Gjonovich has been working in Globe as
a miner, but Is well educated.

LOVES

'A

renter Force for Itlhteouiiexs
Tlmn Ul tile Preacher."
Tliey Say.

London, Feb. 7. "I know of no
truer friends of Japan than the Americans, and our excellent relations
and knowledge of one another will
Insure nn amiable outcome, at nn
arly date, of the negotiations still In
progress." This Is the declaration of
Baron Kogor.-- Takahira on th eve
of his departure from
Iiulon to
assume the ambassadorship of Japan
at Washington,
The baron will sail for New York
Saturday. He says he is not going to
Washington on a special mission, but
as the resident representative of tils
country.

Cincinnati. Feb. 7. Hailed as a
greater force for r:gh'.cou-nic.- ;
than
all the preachers in the world," President Roosevelt and his policies, as
expressed in his recent message to
Congress, were Indorsed by the Methiciati'-odist Preachers'
of this
city today.
Resolutions setting forth the opinwere adopted
ion of the ministers
after a long deflate on the propriety
of the association taking action. Only
one voice was raised against the resolutions themselves, and only one vote,
was recorded against them.

a'
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MOST BEAUTIFUL QUEEN THRICE
RISKED LIFE TO SAVE OTHERS

CITIZEN.

EVENING

niiinA

norxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjoocooexxx)

PERSONAL

CONGRESSMEN

Oeorge W. Stubhs returned from
nernallllo last night.
Triple Unk lodge, I), of It., will
meet Saturday at 2:30 for drill.
Frank II. Moore returned from
Iternallllo yesterday.
1. T. White, of El Paso, spent yesterday In Albuquerque.
J. W. Akers, of Santa Fe, Is In Albuquerque on a short business trip.
Deputy I'nited States Marshal W.
I!. Forbes went to Melrose this morn-

AIM E
PresldenfsMessageMakesIm-portan-

t

Action
Bills to Come Up.

Probable-So- me

ing.

Sheriff Cleofes Romero, of Las

gas, has gone to Santa

Fe

'

j

MOST RECENT PHOTO'! RAPH OF

Ql'EBN OP

Usbon, Feb. 7. When Queen Mtirie
.Amelie of Portugal threw her body
acroHS those of her two son In a wild
effort to nave their lives from assas-

it was the third time
courageous royal woman
hud risked her own life for the sake
of others.
s
Once ahe leaped Into the river
and saved two little children.. On
another occasion she courted death
while she recsued an old flshwoman
from drowning. That Is why. among
Jier pearls and diamonds, she has two
medals for saving human lives.
That she would unhesitatingly offer
her own life to preserve her children
In precisely what would have been
ptiophesled of thia remarkable queen
by anyone who knew her.
Queen Amelie Is the daughter of
Oie Count and Counts of Paris.
Carlos fell In love with her from her
picture. She was the loveliest bride
of royal Europe and is today called
the most beautiful queen In the world
She Is the only living queen who has

sins' bulleta.

that this

Ta-ru-

THE GREAT

fi

BOOK STORE

af-te- .-

CHILD.
How big is Strong's Hook Store- Pa?
The People say its wondrous.
Is It like that great big house
For the Irrigation Congress's
Is It so large that you could walk
For one whole hour's space
And never get around the room
Although you walked a race?
FATHER.
Oh no, my child, tls but the size
Of the postofflce next door;
Its not the vastnens of the place
Hut bargains In the store.
I mean, my child, they buv goods

con-d.nte-

-

And

h.

cross-countr-

right
that's an Important feature

And when they mark them down for
sale
The price suits any creature. .
my dear, whenever
now,
you
And
need
A book, a pen or paper
A magazine or envelope,
A Journal or a Ledger,
A Fountain Pen or i ocketbook,
A Post Card or Card Album,
Remember child the place io go
Strongs' Hook Store always has them.
Over

i

i

GEE! TWINS!

titles of the most Popular
Copyright Hooks.
Creet Hooks at Little Prices. $l.f,0
Hooks at 50e each.
Valentines.
KTKONC.S HOOK
STORE.
Xext door to P. o.
Phone 1104.

Will

MARRYAN HEIRESS
Mit

of tlu Senator,
the Next One to (io.

i:i lv In-- ..

York, Feb.

--

ALBUQUERQUE

REST

NWW MEXICO

m
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Evans' Fled Will Find Inade.
quaio Docks When Journey's End Is Reached,

INTEREST

Washington.
Feb. 7. When the
great war dogs of Admiral Evans'
fleet finally reach the Pacific coast,
exhausted after their long voyage and
in need of overhauling, where can
they be taken care of?
Naval officers here ask this question, but no one answers. Each ship
will be put In the position of a tired
man wlrh no place to go to for rest.
The government has but one dryJock
on the entire Pacific coast that is
large enough to take the big ships,
and there are but three private docks
large enough.
Kach ship in need of overhauling
that does not secure it will lose a
of righting strength every
day It renmins on the Pacific coast.
Each succeeding day the loss of fighting strength to auch ships will increase.
As the armada steams up from the
south the first American port it will
come to will be San Diego bay. To
the tired ships it will look alluring.
It is a superb harbor, entirely land
locked, with a deep water ai a large
enough to float all the ships in the
American navy. Yet not o:,e of the
big ships dare risk entering. Congress
could never be induced to appropriate
small sum necesthe compar it .
sary to dredge the entrance channel
and make ii saTe for b'g ships. As a
result San Diego bay is a forbidden
naval Eden when it could have been
made to serve the nation as a master
strategic na.vul stronghold.
When the fleet arrives In San Francisco bay it Is within a couple of
miles of the Mare Island navy yard.
The big
Still no relief Is In sight.
ships cannot reach Mare Island owwater route
ing to ino tack of a deep
U tAii irh
ti uay. anu.
across San J'aoio
Mare Island straits. The one dock at
Mare Island is too small to be of ser
vice to the large vessels If they couiu
reach it.
Two vessels could be tared for In
the private drydocka of the H. F. Dry- dock Co. at Hunter's Point, While the
fourteen remaining ships continue on
to Bremerton, Wash., the last of the
naval vards on the coast.
At Rremerton one more ship can be
docked In the drydock at the Puget
Sound navy yard. Another can proD-ablbe docked in a. private dock
This makes four vessels that have
been taken care of. Repairs to big
whins require from one. to six months.
Twelve vessels of Admiral Evans' fleet
will have to go without overhauling
for months, as well as the ships already in Pacific waters. In case war
should break out In the meantime the
vessels that had been damaged en
route, and not been properly taken
care of, would be required to engage
the enemy with their fighting strength
considerably Impaired.
The lack of naval bases on the Pa
clfic coast was pointed out to congress
years ago. Naval oftieers charge that
appropriations for naval bases and
fortifications are considered ponuccu
they
The appropriations,
i.lnms."
contend, do not go to the district
having the most urgent need or tm
movement from a military and stra
tegic standpoint, but to the district
with the greatest political strength.
This is held to explain why there are
naval yards on toe
twelve first-clas- s
Inadequate
Atlantic coast and tw-ones on the Pacific.
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FARM MACHINERY PEOPLE
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might talk with all
sick ones about the actual cause of
Stomach. Heart and Kidney ailments
weak
how
To explain In person
Stomach nerves lead to Stomach
am sure would Interest
weakness,
all.
And It is the same with weak
Hearts or weak Kidneys. This Is why
Dr. Shoop's Resto
niv prescription
so promptly reaches ailments
of the Stomach. Heart and Kidneys
It Is wrong to drug the Stomach or
or Kidneys
stimulate the Heart
nerves simply
These weak insidi
My Restorative
need inoiv strength.
made ex
Is the only prescription
piessly for these nerves. Next to see
ing you personally, will be to mall
von free, my new booklet entitled
'What To Do." I will also send the
It will surely Interest
hook today.
you. Address Dr. Shoop. Hox S, Racine, Wis. All dealers.
t
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BUILDERS'

Writ far Cataloaue

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Ialnt None BetNative anil Chicago Lumber. Klicrwln-Wllllater. Building i'aier. Plaster, Mine, Cement, Gloss, Sash, Doors, Ktc,
..- ..
Etc.. Etc
fl

423 South First

J. C..BALDRIDCE

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

BANKop
COMMERCE
OF
ALBUQUERQUE.

M.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts
N- -

t

7

i

CAPITAL. 81 50.000
OFFICER 8 AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STKICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
J. C. Baldridge,
O. E. Cromwell.

William Mcintosh,
A. M. Pdackwell.
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applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
makes it a favorite with sufferers
sciatica.
lame
rheumatism.
from
hack, lumbago, and deep seated and
muscular pains. For sale by all
druggists.
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WITH WHICH TO STC
NECFSSAUY TO HAVE OME OTllKli

HAVE SOME

CCCE$$

ONE OF THESE IS BRAINS. A .NT ANNOT FVR-NISOTHER IS SOME MONEY. WE
BRAINS IN SETS, BUT A PERCSAL OK

THINGS.
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Ol'H COIXMNS WIMi SIHXK CP THE ONES YOC
IN
THE
HAVE. AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY TOWARDS SCPPLY1NG TUB: niXEHO.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
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iie

many "f th"e !e. ia t him assorted
that lit- iu- - t hiir'.hhly
ir.
Til. re wete minors that lie would
A
uirl, and men who
wed an
ti. i.a
met him said that he more (ban n:ne
asserted that he would not rale what
the people of h.s coun'ry might think
marry a
who
if he
was not of royal
It is believed til. t the duke will ha able to
hmuotti over a lot of
if he
tan Jiil tiie coffers ofthe duchy with
the Klkius iiillll-uiand with those of
y
Henry
Davis.
Th engagement of Mis KIkins to
the Duke of Abruzzi was repor d
last October. She is I ho granddaughter of Henry tiassaway Davis, the
Wext Virginia millionaire, whose en- -
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The road to a bank is usually the road to prosperity

W.ihing'oii

in

UBUEHuataunaMHflKB

A GOOD ROAD

-.

Not quite all depositors are prosperous, but all prosperous people are bank depositors. At the end of the road to this bank, there is the bank that has the ability and
the disposition to help its customers, and many a man is glad that he has taken the road.

11

A WARM WELCOME FOR YOU AT
THE END OF THIS ROAD TO THE BANK
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I1.0NTEZIIIM TRUST CO.

I'or Klieiiiniirrc Sufferers.
Tile quick relief from pain afforded
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Smitten by lie
beauty and the golj of an American
it was disclosed on good augirl.
thority, ilie Duke of Abruzzi, who
was 1:1 this country several months
ii!i tin- Italian
Hg.
will return
soon to air, nine for his marriage with
Miss K .u it:
Klkln. daughter of
Virginia,
Senalur
Kikins ,r West
and giatid-l- uiMiter of Henry tiassa-wa- y
.
11,. v. ht
Iui-nine here In.
cogniio.
iin-.Tn,if tii,- .hike when
ml
he Ma- - i:l t .is ,1'lntiy Were inyster-iouX.-1-
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Washington, 1. C, Feb. 7. Presi- business.
'
dent Roosevelt's message has made
.Mrs.
Tllhy
J.
and son, of 1os Anprobable the preparation and carrying geles,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
out of n legislative program In House
and Senate that would have been re tlrlmshaw jit Santa Fe.
Engineer Vernon L.
Territorial
garded as an absurdity two hours
before the document was read last Sullivan, who has been ill at hui
Friday. In this respect no such effec- home in Santa Fe, Is reported better.
tive message was ever sent by any
The body of Mrs. Agnes Xelson.
ptesldnit to any Congress. From a who died at St. Joseph's hospital,
determination to do nothing, brought was shipped last night to Osceola,
about by lie eay acquiescence of the her former home.
majority of republican
members in
Prof. R. R. Irftikln. principal of
the plans of their reactionary leaders, the Las Vegas public schools, has rethere has been awakened a spirit and turned from attending a meeting of
in favor of such public spir- the Presbyterian, synod at Silver City.
a
ited action as will place members In
A reception
L.
Edgar
to Prof.
accord with the views of the presi- Hewitt, of the American Institute of
dent.
Archaeology, will be held tonight at
Again there is to be combination the home of Judge John It. McFie, at
between progressive republicans and Santa Fe.
democrats to pass such bills as Presi
Miss Edith Chltwood, of ' Tescum-Iji"
dent Roosevelt has demanded should
Ala., and Thomas R. Stewart, a
.w enacted Into law.
An incomplete
supervisor, were marlist of the measures to be pressed for deputy forest
consideration reveals a change In the ried at 7 o'clock last night by Rev.
situation so striking as to caue J. W. Puisell, at Santa Fe.
amazement.
These are pome of the
August Ilarthils, vice president
measures almost certain to be taken and secretary of the liis Vegas Railpassed:
up and most of them will be
way and Power company, has moved
Senator LaFollette's bill providing from St. Iouls to Las Vegas, In order
for the physical valuation of the phy- - to take car of the company's busisical properties of railroads in order ness.
AMHIJE.THE IXH'ULY ItKRKAVBU to determine what are fair and rea-- 1
A special session
of the United
IORTUGAL.
(tunable rates and to give to railroad States district court lias been called
values.
stable
bonds
and
stocks
the degree of doctor of niedecine, a
for February IX at Las Vegas and
calling in which she Is deeply interSenator Knox's employers' liability! a grand Jury was drawn yesterday
railested, having taken it up to save her bill, directed especially at the
The reason for the call has not been
royal husband from the Ills to which roads and Intended to protect em-- . made public.
his house was heir. With her own ployees of railroads.
"The Rlaek Crook" musical comhands ehe inoculated her boys against
Senator Culberrson's bill to compel edy company, spent last night In Aldiphtheria. She walked the Usbon railroads
furnish cars and give buquerque, o,i the way to El Paso.
hospitals until she was given the cer- nirtmtit
In the movement off The company could not show in this
tificate of a trained nurse. She main- freight and to give the government j city on account of the amateur protains a free dispensary'
the sick other supervision over the physical duction at the Klks'
theater last
children of the poor.
operation of railroads.
night.
authorizing
She Is a painter, having exhibited
bill,
the
An arbitration
Mrs. W. :f. Tailing died nt St.
her pictures In Paris; a brilliant con- appointment of commissions to inves
versationalist, a d'rtshlng horsewoman tigate labor troubles and to repre- Joseph's hospital last night from the
and a skillful milliner. Once, finding sent the public In disputes between effects of an opera'ion performed a
week ago. Mr. Tarring, who is the
a poor milliner on the streets, she capital and labor.
at Cerrillos, arrived last
carried he- - to the jj.liici- - and practiSenator Fulton's bill, providing that postmaster
cally gave her a fortune by handing no railroad shall Increase a rate with night and will take the body back to
her three bonnets, trimmed by her out the consent of the Interstate Com Cerrillos today.
own hands, saying, "Take these. Call merce commission after a hearing,
Dr. H. D. Hlack, of Ias Vegu, died
them your Bonnets Amelie. Say I de- provided complaint In made by any at his home in that city Thursday
signed them for you."
morning of pneumonia, after a short
shipping Interest.
It Is this sort of human kindness
Representative Hepburn's bill to illness. Dr. Hlack was a former memthat has endeared Queen Amelie to prevent stock gambling, and the sev- ber of the territorial board of health,
the people, but they speak of her first eral bills Introduced and favorably
being secretary of the board from
of all as the bravest queen in the
to 1(I7. He was also a member
to prevent gambling In cotton,
world.
grain and meat products.
of the board of managers of the teroriginally
ritorial insane asylum, a councilman
Of these bills it was
planned by .the leaders that only the at Las Vegas and a former city phy
gfcgemcnt to marry has recently been employers' liability and the arbitra sician.
He was an Elk and one of
announced.
tion measures should pass. Xow there the best known citizens of Ijis Vek'athdriiiu l.'llf!na I u tli u.ilfiuuit. is to be strong demand that the others gas.
His body will lie sent to his
edged belle of the senatorial circle, pass tilso and the fight between the
nier home at Richmond, Wis.,
il
She has been abroad, where, by the-- supporters of the president, regardless
short funeral services are
way, she received her education,
at Las Vegas Stturday
of party lines, and the reactionaries
That the .thoroughbred and nil that has begun. The line-u- p
In the Senate
pertains increio is an ansorntng rail committee on Interstate commerce
Is
with Miss Elklns
To dire- a Cold In One D117.
readily appre- shows Oolliver, Cullom and Clapp,
Quinine
ciated by one who has been fortu- Republicans, standing with the five Take LAXATIVE BROMO money
if
TauM'ts Druggists refund
nate enough to get a glimpse Into Democratic members in favor of
('.ROVE'S
E. W.
it fails to cure.
her "den" at the KIkins residencf
Against them are Elklns,
box. 25c.
on
is
signature
each
ttt V itlroul In tli. i i..uln..l n.ii.ll.il
Kean, Foraker and Crane, the
The room is hung with bundles of most pronounced of the reactionary Skin IWsca-- c
t Twenty Years' Stand-in- s
crops, ribbons anil whips, uml adorn- leaders.
Cured.
ed with silver cups and pictures of
I want you to know how
much
y
famous
hunters.
Suffering ami Dollars Saved.
for me.
done
has
Salve
Chamberlain's
E. S. Loper, of Marllla, X. Y., says: It has cured my face of a skln dis
Keep your feet warm and dry and "I am a carpenter and have had ease of almost twenty years' standing.
colds will lose their terrors for you many severe cuts healed by Huck-len'- a I have been treated by several as
tou can do this at a very small outArnica Salve. It has saved me smart physicians as we have In this
lay of money by buying a pair of our suffering and dollars. It Is by far the country and they did me no good, but
neat looking rubber shoes. All sizs best healing salve I
have ever two boxes of this salvo has cured me
for men, women and children. Prices found." Heals burns, sores, ulcers,
C.riffln,
Troy, Ala.
Mrs. Fannie
range from 50c to S.1c. C. May's shoe fever sores, eczema and piles.
2jc Chamberlnln's Salve Is for sale by all
atore, 314 West Central avenue.
at all druggists.
druggists.
a,
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ONLY NECESSARY

TREAT THE STOMACH

Claim of Central Figure in Recent

He says that no disease can
first alleviating
all stomach disorders. He further
ays that most men and women of this
owing to
(feneration are half-sicdegenerate stomachs. And lastly, he
claims that hlg New Discovery medicine will rejuvenate the human stomach in 90 days.
Coopen has been traveling from one
city to another, conducting in each
what he calls a campaign of education. For the ptut year he ha met
the public in the larger cities of the
country, and his success has been phenomenal. Thousands of people have
flocked to his headquarters wherever
he has gone, and the sale of his medicine has been beyond anything of the
kind ever before witnessed.
Possibly the most interesting feature of the attention this young man
has attracted is what his army of fol
lowers, whom (he has converted to his
beliefs through his medicines, have
to say on the subject. The following
statements are from two well known
residents of Chicago and Boston, re
soectivelv. and the enthusiasm of
these Is characteristic of Cooper's ad
mirers generally.
Mrs H. B. Mack, of 3201 State
street. Chicago, says: "I have been
suffering for 12 years front a combination of stomach .troubles, catarrh
I had a gnawing
and constipation.
pain In the pit of my stomach, a sort
k,

SIGN

THIRTY

EXCURSION

TRADE
Tli

rntc of March 10 Will Stnl
Committee lias Doiw no Work
Yet.

Without

result. It was through one of my
friends that I heard of Cooper's preparation, and 1 Immediately decided to
try some of It. It Is two weeks since
I took my first dose of It, and I feel
like a new woman. The headache
seems to have disappeared, and the
pain in my stomnch along with it. The
medicine Is worth 1U weight in gold.
and I want to thank Mr. Cooper for
what he has done for me."
Mr. Kdwin F. Morse, of 20 Oak
lev street, Dorchester, a suburb of
Boston, says: "For three years I had
not a well day. My stomach was In
frightful shape: the mere thought of
food would nauscs.te me, and I really
had a horror of anything to eat. All
solid food would cause me extreme
Indigestion, bloating and g;i." on my
stomach, and nothing tasted right
Some time ago I got some of this
which
medicines,
Cooper's
about
there is so much talk. I actually feel
as well and strong as a boy ever since
the first bottle. Kvery sign of stom
ach trouble has disappeared, nnd I
have a hearty appetite and eat three
square meals: everything seems to
taste good. Anyone who knows what
chronic Indigestion is can Appreciate
what this means to me. I consider
this the most remarkable medicine I
ever heard of."
We sell Mr. Cooper's medicines, and
find them to be all he claims. J. H.
O'Rielly Co., Second and Central.

MINERS WANT

FOR

an effort, the committee

MEN

WHO

SYMPATHY

IN

ARE

Mitchell IXMiioM l!'Hrt That Certain
Candidates Would lie
Sup-porte- d.

Indianapolis,

Feb.

7.

John

Mitch-

in charge of securing names of those ell, retiring president of the United
who want to go on the Albuquerque Mine Workers, when asked today reliusine.sfl Men's Trade excursion to garding the rumor that a movement

the Pecos valley, has secured over to Indorse a certain aspirant for the
presidency and certain other candidates for office had been started In
the miners' convention, stated that
there is no foundation for the rumor.
He added, .however, that the member
of trades unions which are affiliated
a thorough canvas of the city as soon with the Federation of Labor are acus he can retire gracefully from the tively Interested In the approaching
election and are supporters of the
show business.
It Is now definitely decided that men known to be in favor of the reasthe excursion will leave Albuquerque onable demands of the wage earners
Tuesday. March 10. and return the of the country.
following Friday. There Is no long"It follows, therefore, thai they
er any doubt about securing a hun- would oppose any candidate who is
not In sympathy with, or who is opdred persons to make the trip.
posed to the labor movement. This
If you have Catarrh, rid yourself activity, however, is not a partisan
Ask Dr. movement."
of this repulsive
Shoop of Racine, Wis., to mall you
free, a trial box of his Dr. Shoop's
The best remedy known tod;iy for
Catarrh Remedy. A simple, single a'i stomach troubles is Kodol, which
test, will surely tell you a Catarrh Is guaranteed to give prompt relief.
truth well worth your knowing. Write It Is a natural digestanl; it digests
today. Don't suffer longer. All deal- what you eat, it is pleasant to take.
Sold by J. II. O'Rielly Co.
ers.

thirty names. Colonel Sellers, who is
chairman of the committee, has been
too busy coaching himself In one of
the star parts ia the "College Pennant" to do any work on the excursion matter but has promised to make

dlse-ase-

.

When You Have

a Bad o!d
REMEDY

Action Will Be Taken
til After Election.

You want a remedy that will not
only give quick relief but effect a
permanent cure.
You want a remedy that will relieve the lungs and keep expectoration easy.
You want a remedy that will counteract any tendency toward pneu-

CROUP.
WMMtN COWCM,
MO&Mtatu,

SORE THROAT,
THROATtnTLUNGS.

Ckamtwrlals Ksdlci&i Ca.
MateM.

Umm.

UlA.

turimiminniumuawCv
1 Price 23

Reduced

Fo-lmll-

ctnl.

You want a remedy that ia
ant and safe to take.

pleas-

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
meets all of these requirements, and
for the epeedy and permanent cure
of bad colds stands without a peer.
A Severe Cold Quickly Cured by Cham-

berlain's Cough Remedy.
"Last winter I caught a very severe cold
which lingered for weeks," says J.

of Zephyr, Ontario. " My cough
was very dry and harsh. The local deader
recommended Chamberlaln'sCough Remedy and guaranteed it, so I gave It a trial.
One small bottle of It cured me. I believe
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to be the
bent I have ever used."

It is Equally Valuable for Children
It Contains no Narcotic and is Safe and Sure
Ask your Druggist

for it.

Un-

7. The
Washington, D. C, Fr-hpresent t'ongress will not appoint a
tariff commission.
Revision of the
tariff will be undertaken next winter
in the short term.
In
subThese announcements.
stance, were made by Chairman
Payne of the House committee on
ways and means, In the presence and
with the tacit approval of Speaker
Cannon, the occasion being a call
i.ticn these leaders by a tariff revision delegation from various parts of
the country, comprising representatives of many of the biggest manufacturing anil industrial concerns in
the I'nited States and headed by
James W. Vancleave of St. Ixiuls,
president of the National Association
of Manufacturers;
former Governor
X. J. Bachelor of New Hampshire
and H. K. Miles of lUclne. Wis.,
chairman of the tariff committee of
the National Association of Manufacturers.
The delegation spent more than an
hour presenting their case and listening to replies by the- two foremost
Republican leaders In the House,
which, while they were cordially
couched, were practically a refusal
of all that the dek'ga'lon had Journeyed to Washington to plead for.
Business.
In Introducing the subject of the
appointment of a tariff commission,
in line with the Heverldge bill recently offered In the Senate, Vancleave
said the delegation was unanimous
In the belief that "the matter of the
tariff can be best handled by the ap
d
business
plication of a
bill" which would so amend the tar
encourage
Iff schedules as to
the de
velopment of foreign commerce by
States
the producers of the I'nllej
without, at the same time, exposing
tffectsj
their goods to the reactionary
of free trade.
"We want," he said, "and we believe we can truthfully state to you
th:it the whole country wants a sound
and rational business consideration
of the subject, and we believe after
long and earnest study of the situa
tion that the suggestion of the ap
polntment of a tariff commission to
stand between us and you to receive and weigh nnd formulate the
we
information
mass of technical
have to offer and to then present it
tto Congress in compact
and intelll
gent shape embodies the best means
of arriving at that result."
In his general answer to the statements of the delegation Speaker Can
non spoke in part as follows:
"Let me sugges! that should the
House pass such a tariff commission
bill as you ask for there Is no certainty of what the senate would do
Three senators can, by virtue of their
rlnht to an unlimited occupancy of
the floor, hold up any measure for
us long as two years.
con
"The national conventions,
tinued Speaker Cannon, "may deter
mine that the next Congress shall revise the tariff, for It goes without
saying that the policies to be enunciated by those conventions will be
the politics governing he two par
ties, and If the Democrats should be
intrusted with the power we know
the tariff will b(. revised, and If with
the Republicans remains the ma
Jorlty we know the power to revise
will be In the next Congress vested.'
Mr. Payne said: "My position Is
that when It shall be best for the In
crests of the American people to un
dertake a revision of the tariff that
is the time when I shall favor a re
me,
You cannot convince
vision.
gentlemen, of the wisdom of ap
pointing such a commission at this
session."
The representatives of the trades
bodies will call upon President
Roosevelt and endeavor to persuade
message x
him to send a special
Congress on the subject.
.
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WEAK, WEARY WOMEN.

monia.

CouglisfColds

ISSUES

LISTEN:

MULTIPLY

" I figure that an advertisement placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as
well as one placed in a morning paper. The

FAST

TARIFF

I .earn

uuuun

OE

CITIZEN.

Speaker Tells Delegation No Governors Meeting at Wash

The now theory advanced by L. T. of a dull piiln that 1 could not quite
Then there was a dull
Ccmppr relative to the human stjm-a- c understand.
headache, and my mind seemed to
h has attracted suoh widespread attention that the public In cities vlslte,! be wandering continually. I could not
liy the young man has been joined by eat, and what little solid food I did
many physician in a discussion of eat I cogld not retain on my stomach.
I tried every remedy I could think of
Ills beliefs and medicines.
Mr. Cooper says that human health and also tried out a number of patent
Is dependent almost entirely upon the medicines, but without any apparent
tomach.

REVISION

Con-

troversy Is Novel.

be conquered without

KILLSlVlTAL

CANNON

TO

EVENING

the Causv of Dally Woes and
End Them.

When the back aches and throbs.
When housework Is torture.
When night brings no rest nor
sleep.
When urinary disorders set In
Women's lot Is a weary one.
There Is a way to escape these woes
Doan's Kidney Pills cure such Ills.
Have cured women here In Albu
querque.
This is one Albuquerque woman's
testimony.
Mrs. J. K. Grubb, living at 217
South Broadway, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, says: "For about two weeks
my condition was so that whenever
I would move
around, pains and
sharp stitches would take me In my
loins.
Further proof of a disturbed
condition of the kidneys existed, evidenced by a too frequent action of
the secre'Jons from these organs, as
was mostly noticeable in the fore part
of the day. A lady, who had been
similarly troubled and had been cured
by Doan's Kidney Pills, advised me to
use them.
Procuring a box I used
only a small portion and the benefit
I derived was so pronounced that I
was given proof of the genuineness
of this medicine as a cure for backache and all Ills arising from deranged kidneys."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c.
Foster-Miibur- n
Co.. Buffalo, N. Y..
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
14.
KOOMS

I OK IlEXT.

Nicely furnished rooms with use
of bath, s'eam hoit an! all conveniences.
No invalids. Hitel
Craige.
Sliver avenue.

reason is obvious: In the morning people are
too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to them then throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to
the very last line'
These are the sentiments of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. ;Think it over and
decide if it is true.

ington to Develop Important
Matters Needing Attention.

7.
Washington,
Feb.
Governor
Folk of .Missouri has written a letter
to President Roosevelt expressing his
sympathy with the purposes of the
"governors" meeting" which Is to be
held in this city in the spring for the
purpose of discussing ways and means
to conserve the country's natural re
sources. The governor will bring
with him to the meeting three of the
citizens, whose
state's prominent
names, however, have not been sent
as yet to the White House.
Roowvelt
tias said:
President
"Facts, which I cannot gainsay, force
me to believe tht the conservation
of our natural resources Is the most
weighty question now before the United States. If this is so the proposed
conference, which is the first of Its
kind, will be among the most Important gatherings In our history in Its
effect upon the welfare of all our
people."
In the message which he sent to
Congress Mr. Roosevelt set forth certain things which it would seem from
the force and vigor of the language
used, he considers to be of prime importance to the "welfare of all our
eople." Holding, as he does, the
conservatlton of our resources above
all these things, an adequate Idea may
be had of the first importance which
he attaches to the saving of the country's water power. Its coal, Its forests.
Its Iron and its oil, from the Inroads
of wasteful extravagance.
It is a modest estimate of the forthcoming meeting of the governors of
the states of the country with the
president to say that it will be one of
-the most notable gatherings of its
kind ever held in America. Some dignity at least attaches to the fact that
It will be the first time in the country's history that the chief executives
to .Washington, and
of the various states have met collect- asked to come
ively to hold a conference with the thus far not one governor has shown
THE
opposition to the plan. There are in
chief executive of the nation.
acceptances from the governors
hand
Conference Wide In Sooc
of nearly all the state in the Union.
In the first Instance, "It Is to afAlthough such a conference as the
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ford a full and free opportunity for
which is soon to be held has been
the governors to express their opinions one
discussion for some years, the
as to how the natural resources of the under definite
arrangement to hold it
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkota Rooting
country best can be preserved, and first
receipt by
closely on
particularly as to the exhaustion, or followed Roosevelt ofthe
a letter from
First and Ma rq tittle
the threatened exhaustion, of the re- President
Alboqtterqoe, New Mexico
United States Inland Waterways
sources f their respective states, and the
Jourwas
he
time
at
commission,
the
being
regard
they
as
steps
which
the
down the Mississippi river last
advisable to take for the preservation neying
The president received the
October.
of
states
the
wealth
of the natural
on the day he made his Memletter
D. Eakln, President
Chaa. MctlnL Secretary
and of the nation."
speech.
It came only a few
The conference Is to be wide In Its phis before the
Gioml, Vice President.
0. Bachechi, TrMrw,
made,
was
speech
hours
be
scope.
The discussion will not
In the speech he announced his
alone along the lines of the preserva- and
of calling the governors of
Intention
tion of our natural wealth. The the states together, and then he added
prodquestion how best to utilize the
to show the importance
Successors to
ucts of the earth In order to get from a fewhewords
to the reasons which
attached
that
MELINI
i
EAKIJf, and nACHECHI
get
a
GIOMI
them all that it is possible to
conference advisable.
WMOLmmAL
OKALmmm in
maximum of use with a minimum of made the
hoped,
waste is to be asked and. it
DeWilt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel
to be answered satisfactorily.
It Is the wish of the president that Salve Is especially good for piles. Sold
corporations engaged In mining, in by J. H. O'Rielly Co.
Wa Leap everything la aieek te outfit the
lumbering and in other pursuits havmost festldleas bar eemplete
ing for their object the securing of
natural products, may learn from the
llavc Ixvn appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. 8.
Sclilltx. Wm. lifnip and Hu Louis A. II. C. Breweries: Yellestone,
conclusions of the congress some valreen River, W. II. Mc Rrayer's CVrtar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J
uable lessons for the saving of the
Monarch,
and other brands of wliiakiee too numerous to mention.
products over which they have conWE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
trol from the wastes of methods now
In use. The matters of water power,
straight
But
sell
article a received from, the best Wineries
the
the control of floods, soil erosion. IrJXstillerles and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect
rigation, drainage and the bet use to
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only.
which the public lands may be put.
will come before the convention dele- gates for discussion and for expres0sOeK3SJOeOeXm)eKsxjeK3KJCW
sions of opinion.
The United States Inland Waterways commission is at present at
J Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
work on Its report, in which it will
TRAIN SERVICE
IV.
. HALL, Proprietor
Include certain suggestions which it,
Q
TO
Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft
believes will serve as guides to plan.-,
ings, rtiiieys, uraaa wars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
for the general Improvement and deK
Front t?r Buildings,
5
velopment of the inland waterways.
presersuggestions
the
for
as
as well
S
mooolr on Mining and Mill MmoUttory a 0poolalt
vatlon of natural resources which inj
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. H.
a sense are dependent upon inee waterways.
Response Is (iencral
Nearly every governor In his letter
to the president promising attendance
at the convention has volunteered the
statement that he is engaged In the'
Valley
AMERICAN BLOCK.
work of collecting Information conOERRILLOS LUMP.
cerning the natural resources of hi.
All points in the Valley reached
home state and the local opinions as
In one day. Trains leave
to what may ho done to save them for
7:05 a. in. daily, arrivposterity while serving also for the
Furnace,
ing at Amarlllo 10:43 p. nu Rosuse of the present generation.
well M:4r p. m. 4'arlsbad 1 a. m.
Mixed.
Favorable responses to the presiReturning leave Carlsbad 4 a. m.,
dent's Invitation have been made IrNut.
7
a.
m.
a.
8:30
Amarlllo
Roswell
respective of geographical location or
CLEAN JAS COKE.
p.
m.
Arriving
Albuquerque
10:45
party politics. There is the same enSMITH I (J COAL,
rn. fall at ticket office for full
thusiasm apparent In the south and
NATIVE KINDLINCL
particulars.
von CASH ONLY.
east that there is in the west and
north. The broad meaning of the
president's letter of invitation seems
T. E. PURDY, Agent
to have been understood by every man
TELEPHONE 91.
I'OIt A PEI.IGIITITL SUITER
Try
some
rolls of our baking. De0X4K)e0OcC4KOe
licious? Well, hundreds of people In
town not only think so but know o.
Our rolls of several klmls to please
different people1 are
light. crisp
Y
and tasty. Suppose you give us an
UP- - TO - DA Te STYLES
order for so many a day for a trial
AT COST TRICES
week.
Ladle' Tailoring a no

ADVERTISE IN

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Issued at an hour
vhen people have time to read

Albuquerque Lumber Co,

Consolidated Liquor Company

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

i

BMILY
Amarlllo

Roswell

?

Carlsbad

COAL

and all points In
Pecos

ANTHRACITE

Albu-(luenj-

Mf

First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

W. H. HAHN & GO.

MILLINER

Pioneer Bakery,

i

United States
Depository

$250,000

Dressmaking

MISS CRANE
a IM M.

moeond Phonm 944

207 South First St.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

THIRD STREET

Capital and
Surplus

OO

Meat Market

I.IVERY. SALE. I'KNn AND
TRANSKKK M 1!1J:S.
Horses and Mules Bought and

All KlniL of I'resli and Salt Me

f actory.
Steam Saii-jtv- e
i
r 'inj wx 1.1 r,. ii
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Subscribe for Hie rruarn una get Second
i
the news.

Street between Central
Copper Avenue.
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CITIZEN.

REST
THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND
at
By
W.

mutter at the
Entered aa
aader Act of OongTemi of March S, 1879.
Tha only inusrntel dally newspaper
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ABOUT TOW

of Albuquerque, N. M.,

'I

Dr.

In New Mexico and the best ad

M.

Angeles,

location,

THE ALHTQCERQCE CITIZEN IS:

THE ALBtQtEUQt"E CITIZEN HAS:
The finest ejulped Job department In New Mexico.
The la text reports by Associated Prom and Auxiliary
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

CALL POK MEETIXU OP THE TEUUITORI AL. HEI'LBLICAN CENTHAL
CO.UMITrKK.
V
A meeting of the member of the Republican Territorial Central
Committee of the Territory of New Mexico, Is hereby called, to be
C held at the Commercial club at Albuquerque at 10 o'clock a. m., on
V the
day of February, A. Ii. 190S, for the purpose of designating
V the tlm? and place for the holding of a territorial convention, which
convention will be held for the purpose of selecting delegates to rep-- 7
resent the territory of New Mexico at the next national republican
V convention, which has been called to meet at Chicago during the
V month of June next for the purpose of naming a candidate for presl- dent and for vice president of the United Rates; and eald meeting of
7
the territorial central committee is called for the purpose, olo, of
7
transacting such other business as may be properly brought up at said
7 meeting.
The apportionment and method of selecting delegates from
T
each of the various counties will be arranged and provided at said
V meeting.
A full attendance and every member of the committee is requests' ed to be present Proxies will be recognized when held by persons
V residing in the same county wherein the member giving such proxy
T
resides.
e?
II. O. BCRSITM.
V
Chairman.
C. V. SAFFORE. Secretary.

f
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An eastern editor, who perhaps has or has not, bad considerable experiIn domestic felicity, thinks that the contrariness of modern woman Is
past understanding.
Writing of her he saya: "When a woman is able to

ence

aupport a husband, and not until then, should she contemplate matrimony."
Thus a male pedngog addressed a convocation of female srhool teachers,
whereupon. It Is painful to record, they all laughed.
They not only laughed, but, according ,to report, they shouted with
laughter, to that the speaker was unable to continue for several minutes.
"I am in earnest," he Anally succeeded In making himself henrd above
the roars of laughter, and this only made them laugh the more.
Truly, woman
a contrary creature!
What doeti all this maan this great advance of the women Into the business world, where they ore perfecting themselves in all the arts and sciences,
professions and trades if not that they are willing to become the supporting
heads of families?
What are they going to do with all their money?
Man has slowly yielded to the demands of the women for equal privileges In education and business, learning to content himself cheerfully with
auch little humble duties as they may choose to leave him.
And now when the present condition of things is recognized, and anyone
ventures to say that every woman should do what she has seemed so deter-mlne- d
she would do, women laugh!
Marvelous Indeed and far past finding out are the ways of women. Cheerfully she marries a man divorced from his first wife for brutal and abominAnd
able conduct, somehow fancying he will not be the same with her.
when he is, what streaming eyes are raised to pitying Heaven!
Lustily thousands of women demand the right to vote, and when it is
accorded them only a dozen turn out at the polls.
They claim recognition as the compassionate st"x, yet they wear murdered
birds on their hats when they wish man to regard them as particularly sweet.
They but what's the use?
Surely the profundity and complexity of woman's mind is unfathomable.
Let's give it up, and say, with the wise one of old: "Woman, woman
bless her! bless her! there's no living with her or without her."

tTfie

governor's Report

The report submitted to the Interior department by Governor Curry is
well worth the attention of the members of Congress, because it tells a, great
many of the least known and most Important feuture? of the development

of

New Mexico.

The report is a good statehood argument.
While the influx of settlers, the development of the lands, the building
of towns and railroads, the increased value of property and the assessable
valuation of property, are all most important and moat creditable, still the
abolishment of licensed gambling will probably do more to aid In overcoming
prejudice against this territory than any one subject mentioned In the report.
Right In line with the abolishment of gambling. Is a most creditable
allowing In the increase In churches and the advancement of education both
prime factors in statehood building.
The most important recommendation made by the governor was that
New Mexico be admitted to the 1'nlon.
The governor wasted no Idle words.
He simply said that this territory
had the necessary qualifications and he hacked up the statement with a report, which could not be excelled by more than one state In the Cnion.
While the statehood matter has been deferred for a time, It will undoubtedly come up within a few months, stronger and more Insistent than
ever for New Mexico has the goods to show to the gentlemen from Missouri.
El Paso Herald: They are raising cotton all arouad us now. in Arizona.
In the Pecos valley of Texas, and around Tueumcurl and Santa Rosa In New
We shall witness the familiar economic error of sending said cotton
mexico.
to New England or old England, and buying back the same stuff manufactured, at a cost which Includes freight charges both ways, the profits of manufacture, and the profits of eight or ten handlings, multiplied several times
to protect, against loss, everybody but the fellow who raised the cotton.

F. S.

Hopping

Farming

321 SOUTH SECOND

000000KX)000400

the headquarters office of the depart,
ment In Colorado, where he will be
assigned to work In the city of Pen-veMr. Smith has done efficient
work in this district which merits his
house.
transfer to the more desirable posiC. H. Klmdorf, president of the Sotion at the Colorado capital. The arcorro company of the lower
Rio rest of Charles Mehan. chief clerk in
Irande valley, Is registered at the the local postofflce, on the charge of
Alvarido.
Interfering with and secreting official
mnil matter, was due to Mr. Smith's
J. V. Key. superintendent of construction on the Eastern Railway of work as Inspector.
Albuquerque
New Mexico, was un
visitor last night.
The California limited of today con- COUNTY ROADS IN
sisted of tight Pullman curs and carried 120 people en route to the Grand
DEPLORABLE CONDITION
Canyon and California.
Creen beans at the Richelku Grocery.
Country Pimple Cun Hardly Get Into
K. II. Dunbar, thP real estate mil
the City for Ruts and
rental agent, has made a large addiliiirklKdcy.
tion to his office at the corner of Gold
People living north of the city are
avenue and Third street.
Herman Snyder, of the First Na- complaining of the had condition of
In that direction.
tional bank, left on the limited yes- the public highways
t
the roads are so bad
terday for Los Angeles, where he They say
that they can hardly get to the city.
will visit his parents a few weeks.
roads are full of holes and are alH. M. Shanstrom, who has charge The
most Impassable in places.
of it commissary for the Santa Fe
The North Fourth street road, In
at Vaughn, N. M.. on the Santa Fe particular,
needs grading.
cut-ofspent yesterday in the cite'
Residents of Ia Griegos are also
having some dental work done.
complaining that tin cans and other
Fresh celery, Richelieu Grocery.
rubbish are being hauled from the
The ladles selling tickets for the city and dumped along the roads In
soiree to be given at Elks' hall the that vicinity, endangering the health
evening of February 20, are meeting of the people and making a very had
with great success. The affair Is a appearance.
Concepbenefit to the Immaculate
tion church.
U. W, Hoyt, who recently resigned "THE BURGOMASTER"
under Agent
the chief clerkship
1'urdy, returned to the city this mornNEXT FRIDAY
NIGHT
ing from Kl Paso, and tonight will
leave for Chicago, the general offices
of the Santa Fe.
The Heal Gux Wclnbiirg Plays flic
Col. R. K. Twltchell, secretary of
landing- Hole Iferuld lcrc,v
the Hoard of Control of the Sixteenth
Hall Kays So.
National Irrigation congress and the
Interstate Industrial exposition, reHerald Percy Hall, advance agent
turned to the city last night from u for "The iKnrgomsister."' Is In Albubusiness trip to Las Vegas.
querque telling about his show and
making arrangements for Its coming.
New head lettuce, Richelieu Grocery.
Friday. February'
's the date.
"The Hurgomaster" will he given to
P. N. Uncoil pleaded guilty yester'opera
patrons
Elks'
of the
house in
day to exceeding the speed limit with
one of the large touring cars of the a prologue 'and two act.', and accordEstnncia Automobile company and ing to the advance paper, there will
was fined $10 each on two counts. be no dull moments from the overture
Ilacon was arrested Tuesday by Thos. to the bell using the words of Mr.
Hall, front soup to nuts. The producMc.Millin. chief of police.
tion is under the personal direction of
attorney of George E. Romaln. with the
K. W. Sims, district
generous
Chicago, the man who convicted the permission of the Shubert Theater
Standard oil. left this morning for company, and with the real Gus Weln-bur- g
the east after having spent two days
and Ruth White as the BurgoMr. Sims came here master and Willie.
in Albuquerque.
Fifty people In
to attend the marriage of his brother,
the company. "The Burgomaster" is
H. it. Sims, of Pecos, to Miss Wright one
of the breeziest comic operas ever
of this city.
w rltten.
Fresh cauliflower at the Richelieu.
The company closes a week's enThe Rernalillo County Medical so- gagement at Denver Saturday night.
ciety met Wednesday in Its regulur
monthly meeting at the office of Dr.
John Roger Haynes in the Armijo SANTA FE TO ADVERTISE
building. A
numlicr of physicians were present. Dr. Rice had the
IRRIGATION CONGRESS
paper, which dwelt upon the subject
of "Inflammation of the Kidneys."
Green chilli at the Richelieu Gro- Chief Ad Writer Comes to Alluiqticr.
cery.
que Prom Chicago to Get
Unless you consider "darning stockInformal lou.
ings" a pleasure, you will find it to
your advantage to buy our "Black
W. A. Simpson, chief of the adver
Cat" brand of hosiery. They wear tisiiiur Oepariment of the Santa Fe, Is
on
any
the In the eity to confer with R. E.
longer than
other brand
market and at the same time hold Twitehell. secretary of the hoard of
siz.es
for control of the Sixteenth National Irtheir color and shape. All
Inmen, women and children. Prices run rigation congress and Inter-Stat- e
from 12sc to ,10c. C. May's shoe dustrial exposition, about the adverst'ore, 314 West Central avenue.
tising the Santa Fe is going to do for
Fresh shipment ojsters, Richelieu. the big show.
Mr. Simpson is accompanied
Rev. Dr. Chapman's theme for toSimpson and they are stopping
night at Temple Albert, will be the at
the Alvarado.
continuation and ' completion of the
The Santa Fe proposes to advertise
subject. "Hebrew, Israelite or Jew
New Mexico October show extenWhich?" The service will commence the
Matter will be sent to every
at 7:45 o'clock, sharp. Miss Klwood, sively.
part of tne globe and will be kept
the distinguished singer, will render
the people III every station house
A
two numbers during the service,
Chito along tlie Santa Fe system from
is extended
cordial Invitation
the Pacific
everybody to lie present at all serv- cago to the Gulf and special
maga- coast. The Santa Fe's
ices at this house of worship.
li the
zine will irry rfpee al articles
Dr. S. Li Burton lost a riding pony Irrlga! Ion ongre.ss.
Wednesday and he believes it was
He rode the animal down
stolen.
town and hitched it in front of the COLFAX COUNTY
irrocerv store of J. A. Skinner, on Gold
avenue. It was about S o'clock when
TO
he hitched It uml when he returned
after attending the mietlng of the
Rernalillo County Medical society the
I 'or- horse was gone. It was a bay pony Union Hiens Cull MivilngKep-loirol
reel Party to
with three white feet ami a white spot
l osculation.
in its forehead, and was aboii: four
teen hands high.
i:.i;oii, cb. 7 - For the I'Ut po
Kinc oranges ju-- t received. Ki'he- - ll credit. lb; repr. etitation from
!; ii
fax count) at the Sixteent Ii National
rrigat ion congress the Coinin rcial
Mrs. I. C. Watson, who has been
le of Hat n propose to
vistinii friends and rdiUves in Kl club and p
a unity organ- l'a-brinir in.o existenci
a few days. Is expected to arrive
nioi ning. ization to lake hold of and man gc
Albii.Ueriiie tomorrow
A
Mis Watson will remain in the city the Colf.lX county representation.
Sunday, when sh, wall accom- nias meet if will be held fit the
mi"
pany Mr. Watson to their home at Ciiiiiiuioei.il
club February 22. at
Santa Fe. Mr. Watson lias been which 'nil,- delegates, board of manspending several days in the city agement and other arrangements w'll
in behalf of Colfax coun- writing insurance for the Mutual Life be poi
company of New York, for y.
w hich
he is superintendent of agents
KOl t.ll lHY.
in Nov Mexico.
means?
Po you'know ha
E. P. Smith, piiftoftlce inspector for not a.--k our drivers tothu
explain It
the district of New Mexico and Ariy0U
zona, )i;n received orders to report to
IMPl'KIAIi I.Al'XPKY.

Sun Francisco woman, who committed .suicide, wrote a Utter in which
ahe remarked that it was not possible to die without causing inconvenience
Now the question is, whether it Is
to others, and she asked their pardon.
more inconvenient (lying than living.
There is undoubtedly a chance for iin

argument.

Now bow are the urmy officers
tary appropriation has been shorn
nine milium dollars and the officers

at all.

to buy polo p,,nics"
The regular inili-it- i
of its t rl in tilings t
extent of about
Will entertain at their u n cxpens,. or not

of the world, a pig armada of baltl--hiFor the fli t time in the history
was unable to leave port because f a rush of
mail. Which
mightier, the chafing dish or thesix'eeu loch gut."

pa

is

Iiiring ilie icg.. eggs were sesree at II apiece i'i l'orf Arthur, but there
They could be had for the p. eking up.
was no dear'li of hcl's.
--

--

Maybe Henry
a young wife has

i..a
ni,-

ay Davis lias dec,,-that being the
nit H't over being ice prcsi lent.
.
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Well, the haitleshp cruise will hie one distinct
the place known ,s 1'tllita Arenas on the map.

The cruiser Ics M. in,.- thought we didn't June uny
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Implements

DEALERS

: We especially desire to call your attention to our large line of Walking
and Sulky PJowe, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivators; Hay
Presses, the Improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
adapted lor Alialla Fields. Siudcbaker Wagons the only kind
worth buyiDg or having. REFAIBS: We cany a complete stock of
repairs for our line orjgoods.

Prices the Lowest

Quality the Best

Write for Prices and Descriptive Catalogues.

R

Mcintosh hardware
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber in New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it la Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.

St. laauis Wool Market.
Kt b.
7.
Wool steady;

Ioilis,
unchanged.
St.

St. I .on is SS Iter Miukel.
LouU, Feb. 7. Speller higher,
bid.

4.

'i

go.

WholeaalB and Retail

n5

New York .Metal Market.
New York, Fell. 7.
Lead dull $.1.3
a. 7.1; lake copper quiet
1 3 ".4 H
;

silver

.1.7

7c.

RIO

New York. Money Market.
New York, Feb. 7. Prime mer-

cantile paper Ulifdfi per cent; money
on call
ij 2 tier cent.

GRANDE LUMBbH

Phone 8.

GO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

1

Chicimo Produce Market.
Wheat May !IS U : July 4 t (it
Corn May 61 'i; July 60.
July 44 7.
Oats May 52U
Pork May 112: July $12.30.
l,jrd May 1 7 2 u ; July $ 7 6 W
.1

7.67 ',4.
Kilis
$6.77 V4

W

Atchison

May
6.80.

!

$6.

ooooooooooooo oooooooooooov
: Convenience - Comfort - Security

D

.

July

if fi.

The telephone makes
duties lighter, the cares
and the worries fewer.

New York Storks.
70-

I'refrerrcd

-

..

i6
1

1

8

3

Amalgamated Copper

nl4

The Next
New
Shoe Store
Door to
Post-Offic-

VV

4.60.

Market
receipts 7.1(00.
Sheep
yearsteady. Westerns $3.21110.60;
lings $1.00111.70: lambs $1.oo fr 7.1 0;
westerns $.1.00'!i 7.10.

Kansis Clly Livestock.
Kansas City, Feb. 7. Cattle receipts 2.000. Market steady. Southern
cows
steers $3.70 ii 1.00 ; southern
$2.6oii 3.71; stockers and feeders
$3.251 4.7o; bulls $2.75 l 4.2.1 calves
$4. 10 If
$3.1011 6.0i; western
5.30; western cows $3. 00114 5 0.
Market
receipts .l.oou.
Sheep
steady. Muttons $4.a01i 5.00; lambs
$4.75 111
$6.2011 6. ; range wethers
4..'a ' :.u
6.2.1; fed ewes

The MONTEZUMA GROCERY Co.
COPPER A NO THIRD
Complete Line of Groceries. Direct Importers of Italian
Goods, Lucca Olive Oil, Macaroni, Ktc.

BE ENFORCED

The Montezuma Saloon

large number of property own- Xorln Third street are prepar-t- o
make a strenuous kick to the
ing
cltv coutieli for not enforcing the or
dinance ordering cement sidewalks
A number
along that thoroughfare.
of those ordered to build sidewalks
have failed to comply, while o hers
have. Those w lio have, protest. They
s'ay that a few walks are as bad us
none at all. Some of those, who have
compiled with the ordinance threaten
to bring suit against the city If the
ordinance is no; enforced on all alike.
A number of property owners also
complain that the sidewalks that they
have been compelled to build at a
large cxpcii.se are almost useless ne- crossings
if Mill
i':i e

Vine Imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors. Family
Trade Solicited. 1'hone Orders Promptly Filled.

A

of

LORENZO GRADI, Prop.
0004040X040400K'404

cy-awwii, .jl ur
iw srID TriffiM

WTUCM
w i

lll

l'INO

Till-Y, I I II. 12.

MAT

J. P. MORELLl
Ladies' Tailor
622 West TIJeras

Ave.

1

n

A

f l

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the City.
Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS

.

VI'

PHONE 1029

0900axax2mjQ90a909omjoajotKX

i.vvr iiki r ni.i.M. .VMF.
Tin.
m
c. v
Tin-- m:son
M

Shoe Co.

040400400K40404K4KeO

Xorili Tliinl Street Property Owiici
Threaten to Hrlng; Suit
Agninst Clly.

l

ants to S

Simpier-Clar- k

SIDEWALK ORDINANCE

.

e

We have something good in Shoes to
show you. Shoe Prices: Ladies' $2 50
to $4.00; Men's $2.00 to $5.00; ChiA?
ldren' 50c to $2.00.
h
4

stf-cr-

SHOULD

IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

i

Chicago IJvc-tiH'- k.
Chicago. Feb. 7. Cattle recel pts
3.000. Market steady. Iteeves l3.7Sfc
6.10; cows and heifers $1.7 a if 4.63;
Texans $3.60 fit 4. 1 o ; calves $.1.00 W
7.25; Htockers and
feeders $2.60 1v

if N
I

preserve
telephone
The
your health, prolongs your life
and protect your home.

49U

Preferred

I

less

TOU NEED A TELEPHONE

111
71

Preferred

els

the

x6Vii

York Central
Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
Cnion Pacific
New

I'-

I

been nr.ieia-- in Hay!:
bit to send.

Tafi will let Hughes hue the
his hope on tile second halnt.

Count Szei lienyl get

husha-i-

Cash

Largest and Most Complete Line Ever Shown in This City

be-fo- re

A

Acorn Range
$35.00 s4

FINE NE W STOCK

f,

Iter Contrariness

Ie

In cor stock

REPAIRS

L. K. will give a

News Service,

ANY

SALE OR RENT

J Huxtlett, recently of Los
Is in the city looking for a

1. A to the H, of
dance u March 17,
190M. at Elks' hall.
Deputy t'nlled Slates .Marshal W.
R. Forbes left this morning for Melrose, N. M., o, official business.
There will be n regular meeting of
the O. K. S. at the Masonic hall tonight. Secretary, H. E. Downs.
New peas at the Richelieu C.rocery.
Mrs. H. E. Sherman has leased the
second tloor of the postoftice building
anil openc-a first class rooming

Indies

The leading Republican daily and weekly newsaper of the Southwest.
Tie advocate of ltrpubllcan principle and the "Square Deal."

FURNITURE, RUGS

Bicycles

11

I

STRONG BLOCK

rs

,

inC

T.

F. H. STRONG

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico health, recreation,
sport or observation you will like The Valley Ranch,
Pecos N. M. Every
There you find typical ranch life
body does, and the reasons Is obvious.
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
with the privations cut ou'.
They
fish, trap, or Jut simply loaf, and no one will bother you.
the Citizen Publishing Company o! Albuquerque, New Mexico. shoot, everything
you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
have
Most picturesque scenery,
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
and
beautiful
roads
WILLIAM F. BROGAN cabins or houses, fine board and last and best of all, a Jolly good crowd
S. STRICKLER
ladies and gentlemen.
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
AND VOIT CAN'T SPENH MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK.
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
Ranch, Teeog, n. M.
6CBSC1UPTION RATES

One year by mall In advance
Otto month by mall
Om month by carrier within city limit

iiilMV, ItrHurMtY

l

i

i7amily Trade Solicited. Telephone 036, and
Goods will be Delivered at once
THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
AH

New Tables, and First Class Treatment

GRADI & ClANNINI,

Props.

109 South First Street

,1

uv

rniPAY. n:niM

ALBUQUERQUE

7. imm.

SCORE

REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

BIG

IN

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
It is rt home industry,
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

"

.

pro-

mote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Leeal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York the most exacting ever enacted.

J. H. O'Rielly,

Joshua S. Raynolds,
President.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Gen. Mgr.

SccV

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCL.

At Consistent
Prices

j j

m

cmomomomomcmomomcmomomcimo
"OLD RELIABLE."

cm&cmymcmCMomomomcmcmomc
ESTABLISHED 1872.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries in
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

M.

0K)X)K30sOKjC04s
WOULD MEMORIALIZE
CONFEDERATE

MAIL CLERK

GENERAL

CHARGE

While The Clti.oJi doe not see the
necessity for changing the name of
paper
New Mexico and while this
doe not believe the name will , he
changed, still a discussion of the sub-

Bound Over on Charge of

terference With
icial

ject

will do no hum.
Leon I. McCain addresses

a letter
to The Citizen suggesting that the
to
name of Lee be Riven
the new
state upon Its admission In preference to any other title. The letter,
which speak for itself, is as follow:
Albuquerque, X. M., Feb. 7, 190S.
Editor of Daily CltUen:
1 notice that Jifferent names have
been suggested for the proposed new
state to be formed out of New Mexico, among them being Lincoln and
Coronado. I think either of the two
would be a line name, especially that
o' Lincoln; but I think that there Is
He a.s
one- still better
that of
well as Lincoln is a national character. He in the same high sense did
the right "as Cod gave him to see
the right." While Lincoln In a preeminent sense', was the "Savior of
the Union," It took both sides and
the arbltrlment of the sword to make
this an "Indissoluble union composed
of Indestructible stales. As Lincoln
was the supremely grand figure on
the northern side, so was Lee on the
southern, and the hitter is as much a
part of the United States as the former. Besides there are some reasons
for naming It lee which do not exist
in favor of the name of the great
Emancipator.
Lee Is a much shorter
name and could always he given
without abbreviation, and thi.s Is not
days
.to be wholly ignored in tli.e
of "tho" for "though" ami quick action in all matters. New Mexico Is In
the same latitude and contiguous
with that section of our common
country In which the name of Lea
will ever come, nnt to Washington.
any
The- name of Lee more than
other has been prominent in American history, from the time the republic was in its infancy eiv its In- t
dependence Wiis recognized to
time the name of Lee hits
been an honored ami distinguished
one; and all members of the family
of the great Robert E. I.ee, "A Washington without his reward, a Frederick the Great without his elfi(."lmes
and a Napoleon without his ambition."
Long before Lincoln had become a
national character, l.ee had with
greut distinction served his country in
a war in a foreign land., as a result
of which New Mexico became a part
of the American union.
am indeed grea'ly surprise, that
someone lias not mentioned Leu already; but since it lias not been, I
take it upon myself, and with the
reasons assigned, which nte certainly
more numerous than can be mentioned in favor of any other name,
l.ee, the undying name of
I Mjimiit
Miifi'iean history, for
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PAY BIG RENT FOR

BUD

WATER PIPE
CAUSES TROUBLE

l

!!

Ncoled to ICnnove
Miuup to Public

Pumps

Sewiw

ll.nllli.

feared yesterday morning,
the manhole at the alleyway between
oolil and Silver avenue tin South Second street caved in yesterday as a
result of a big cavity In the street
caused by the breaking of a water
As was

pipe.
All day yesterday and all last night

The Irrigation congress headquarters Is swamped with letters of inquiry from points In New England,
(leorgla, Idaho, Colorado, California
and Texas. Illinois wants to be recognized and Is Inquiring for pamphlets and data relative to the congress. New- Mexico's irrigation
project and land values.
A. H. Renehan. of Santa Fe, one
of the leading attorneys of the territorial capital, has offered a beautiful silver cup as n trophy for the
exhibit of (lowers by a single
exhibitor. Mr. Renehan'a well known
taste Is a guaranty that the cup will
be a beauty and well worth striving
for.
W. H. Simpson, general advertising
agent of the Santa Fe Railway company, has been In the city all day
discussing plans and material for the
5ii. out) edition of an illustrated folder
or pamphlet to be issued and distributed by the railway company
dealing with the National Irrigation
congress, the Interstate Industrial ex- position, and all of the irrigation
projects and irrigated areas in the
southwest in which the great Santa
Fe system is interested in developing '
by bringing settlers and persons who
will help build up the country.
J. H. lle.irrup.( president of the
Rio Orande Woolen Mills company,
cme-- to the front with two prizes
for the best essays on the subjects
and
of
I rrigation."
The prizes consist of two suits of
clothes, made to order from cloth
manufactured by the Rio tlrande
Woolen Mills Company
It Is unnecessary to say that "Uncle
Johnny" will have to produce the
ilothes and make good for there are
a great number of people lnterested
irrigation, particularly
in
ani, some of them will be on hand
essays
with
that will make even "Un-c- l
Johnny" sit up and take notice.
Mr. Rearrup's Idea at first was to
oiler the prizes for the "best speeches." but the board of control could
not stand for the Hood of
oratory that would certainly result wen-- such an opportunity afforded the various atmosphere disthe
turbers In that line throughout
country. . The whole time of the congress might possibly be taken up listening to plana of
Judging from the amount of. work
that is being disposed of at this stage
of the Irrigation congress game, Inside the next sixty da a tin board w ill
have a force of clerks equal to uome
big business establishments.
mailing
two
Two stenographers,
clerks, three newspaper writers and
Secretary Twltchell certainly give a
most decided business air to the manner of doing things at headquarters.
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RASKI.T
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lc
Cleaned currants, p. r pkj..
reat
New York. Feb. 7. Owing to the
lj 111 pkgs of ooena:
lic large number of
la inner o la
1
It) pky Arm A.
pe)iis the numlie ber is estim-atcat in. lip) who will
Coin starch, per
'.' Tie
be housed on the upper floors of a
7
lfoll.inl Herring
IDC new downtow n skysci aper. Die ground
Minute Tapioca
lie f'.oor shops in the building are rentTeam ll.irax lb
bottle of
ing!! at fabulous sums.
1
bottle of pickles.
A widely known cafe which paid
hot Me of e liMi
mustard and
$3, 600 a year for a str.a'.l store in one
auc
lac of the buildings formerly on the site,
:i His of washing s ida
1.1 l has
1(1 lb pail of pure lard
taken the same amount of snice
IT,
k.
at the same street corner In the new
High patent llo.ir per
structure on these terms: J20.0ih a
o
year for the first five years and
Tin: m .E.
for the next five years.
Win. Ml Kl", Proprietor.
1
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122,-.'io-

ssjjas

AMA-TOO-

BEST
GALLUP

TIE CRYSTAL

RecUnln
he

On exhibition now at

ALBERT FABER
Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

LUMP COAL

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

308-31- 0

$6.50

ooooooooooooo
GOOD SIGHT
Is a Priceless Possession, and

Pet ton of 2, COO pounds

you should not allow youreyes
to be treated except bya com-

petent optician or occulist. I
will tell you free just what
I can do for your eyes, and

t Coke
Mill Wood
Mountain Wood
Cedar and Pine
Sawed to any length

i

207 West Gold
Room, Prompt. Courteous Service,
d
Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

MBS.

6 to 9
Breakfast
25c
Dinner
12 to 2
35c
Supper. . . . . 5:30 to 7:30
35c
F. MYERS, Propiiatrea

Mm

The Oxford Hotel
1141 16 North Second
THK FINEST DINING ROOM AND BUFFET
IN THE CITY

Plumbing:, tinning and
Galvanized Iron Work

TONIGHT

Well-Lighte-

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

Allen &.Vickrey
Av.

J

The Home Restaurant

YOU
MONEY

Central

114 West Central,
DUAT JfH

O0COCOOOOOOOO 0CK3C0OOOOOC)OOj

Large,

E.

Carnes, Oph. D.

C. H.

Phone 25 f

207'.

GUARANTEE TO DO IT.

EXAMINATION FREE

Phone 1515

Rates Reasonable
r.

M.

Thos. F. Keleher

SONS, Proprietor

MYERS a

nUVOKS HEADY PAINT

Many and varied
are the turns
scheduled for appearance at the Crystal tonight. Charity covers a multitude of sins and "amateur night"
plays the same part in theatrical parlance.
Young Stacy will deliver a cornet
solo or two and Miss Rarron will offer "The Robollnk." zither solo, played
in three different ways. So much for
the instrumental part of 1;.
e
Some real comedy singing and
bui'k ami wing dancing will be
given by Mr. Fisher In the effective
character of the "Rube." As an encore Misa Barron will render a recitation of her own composition, "The
Indian's Farewell."
There may also be others who will
volunteer before the day closes, but
(heir names are not available now.
Joe R. Scott! has a couple of
charming
tonight.
picture ballads
They are "Lnvin' Time" and "San
Antonio."
The moving picture end of the
show consists of two long and very
laughable numbers. "The Country
Schoolmaster"
and "Cohen's
Fire
Sale."
you
If
do not take In the home talent night at the picture siiow you are
missing half of your life these nights.
Xo raise In prices Is made for amateur night. Ten cents general admission Is the charge, with ten cents extra for a reserved seat In the front

One (inllon Covers 6(10

Siiare Fr

PAMIETTO HOOF PAINT
ve Yon.
Stops I,tik., Ijutta

UOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCK-

-

ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCI-

JAP-A-LA-

408 Watt Railroad Avatio

J5KST MEALS

Don't Forget The

IN CITY

ALBUQUERQUE

old-tim-

PLANING

AUTOMOBILE

Columbus Hotel

THE OLDEST MII.Ij IN THE (TTJ
Ylieii In new! of minIl, door, frame
specialty.
etc. Sets en work
.South I'll- - street- - Tek'iiliono 403

4'
rXXXXXXXXXX)CXXXCXXXXXXXXXX)

Elks' Theatre
FRIDAY,

Board and Room

$16.00

FEB. 14

THE

Burgomaster

KANGAROO GIRLS

4

1

MRS.M.E. NORRIS
110 East Coal Avenue

CRYSTAL THEATRE
It. OrrntlorlT. Mgr.. 120 Yot Gold
Tills Week
BIG MOVING PICTURE SHOW
V.

lOc--

A

OMISSION- -

-

eon-ditio-

.Milt-Mil-

lOc

Tuesdays
and Fridays; Children's toy matinee
every Saturday; complete changs of
program Thursday;
grand amateur
carnival Friday night.
A few
choice front seat., 2Uc; no
ralne in prices.

1

s

CASH

M

A vo.

cpf

UNION

Saeoad

IOI.I)i:, Prop.

Reliable

Dentist

'lVeth...

('rou nd
Painli'MH I'mraetlng

$1.50 up

Gold

Davis&Zearingg
20S W. Gold

a

t.old limn);

JjTXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXyXXXXXXJ

a

122 North

Consult
'nil Set

......II

BUYERS'

W'M.

I

m

AM. WOKK

AIISOI.ITI

PQ

I

.

H'e lia

ii

fill.-

.
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SATIKDAY, I'EB. 1, we will com
menee our Cut Price Grocery t'ale.
Be sure and get a price list Com
and examine the goods and aftes
buying and you are not satisfied wa
will cheerfully reurn your money.
Pt. cans IyOg Cabin maple syrup. 18e
60c English Breakfast tea . ,....35e
60c uncolored Japan tea
Sit
S bars Swift's Pride
soap
25c
8 bars Diamond C, soap
26a
4 cans Sugar Corn
26t
25
iVi lb.) prunes
15c Tomatoes large cans

l.ailles" souvenir matineei

l'

COMPANY

GROCERY SALE

PJT Month and U p
or by the Week, Day
or Meal.

MUSICAL-MASTERPIEC-

Ai

Automobiles dally to points In
the Eatancia Valley. Special ears
to Golden, San Pedro and other
points.
Automobiles for rent by ths
day or hour In and about the city.
Parties holding special round trip
tickets to Eatancta and return may
exchange them for hourly service
In the city or other points.
For further Information inquire at the General Ticket offlce
und garage, 408 W. Copper ave.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone
(46.

MILL

!

--

Closed

$7.50 to $17.50
1

COIN S AT

R'

RT

THE ALLW1N FOLDING
cart
that is built jut at the mother wants them. Twenty
new patterns for 1908. Beautiful enamel finish.
Prices range from

ped for business, aud
solicits your orders.

to tin:

I '..

GO-CA-

GO-CARTt-

Is now fully equip-

Hilt
DTE
;o

i

New York Sl.nps
nious to (.i t IsW here Many
olation in struct u
I iimilu s Will I.ixc.

Upright

b--

DON'T

AAK

FOLDING

iiel
Co.

force of men worked with pumps
trying to lower the water so that the
break in the water pipe could be
mended. Two places were mended,
but there was still another this morning, according to the city engineer.
The discovery of the break In the
water pipe, together with a large cavity under the street yesterday morning at S o'clock, was followed by the
falling of the masonry of the sewer
manhole. Water and sewage poured
1'IXLKV Si LUDKIW
Into the gulf from both the break In
newer,
MERRY
it
the water pipe and the
came so fast this morning that the
hand pumps could no longer cope with
It and two electric pumps, one of l.'inii
gallons a minute capacity and Die
other of 30n gallons u minute capacity, were substituted.
few rows.
The water and sewage is being
pumped into the street and allowed
to drain to the low ground between WOODMEN
WILL NOT
With Gus Weinburg, Ruth
Second and Third streets In the rear
of the ('hong Lee laundry, and near
"White and over half a hunthe Central school building. This
BE TURNED DOWN
others, including the
dred
water is undoubtedly
menace to the
health of t ie people living In that
famously original
l
Palmer's s.ij1
C,
ninp Will
However, there is little e!.-,- for the
O. Young to S4V l:eeiilii-street department to do. There is
ViiiiiUillce.
no other plausible way to dispose- of
Original Production
C. it. Young, i jo ri .1
the water.
member
of pjiiiicr'n Social
of the ModA Veritable Triumph
ern Woodmen of America, will leae
TEN Wi:jti: INJIKliD
Bigger,
Alon-laBrighter, Better
evening
ilock Island, III.,
Franklinville, N. Y., Feb. 7 Ten
out of twenty passengers were Injured to app. ar before tin executive comthan
ever
in a wreck on the Pennsylvania rail- mittee of the national oj a niza ion of
New Songs, Ideas, Surprises
America to ask
road, two miles south of this village Modern Woodmen
today. No one was killed unj only tin- a Imittance of N. .v Mexico Woodmen into the order.
one of the injured Is In erlous
Si Ills Ull Mill lit
I look
C. K. Palmer, prcsi-leof Palmer's
The train was running 2".
I eh.
1,
on
Slnrr
iilnesl.i.
ial camp. Is in i.veipt of a letter
mile.s an hour when a portion of ,t
1'i'io-7.V l uinl XI oil
was derailed. One passenger and one fu.m tlie editor of the Woodmen
paper, which ,.. U'.lge the loPullman car tipped over on their
sides.
The cause of the del ailment cal Woodnieu t he!., ,e that they will
lierl Barber, of Elton. WW., says:
admitted
is no: yei ascertained.
h ive only taken f mr
doses
of
Tile local e in,. n ,v h IS Jiftj s,X "I
your Kidney and Hladder Pills and
j;,,,-.vi.'l subscribe to
W.ICM I I.I I It l. t Oi l lit. i: AMI incmb.-rshey have done for me more than
i vivi itM i v to ni iii: i iiwi- - p. iV the expe.is. - of Mr. Young to ii hy other nielic'no has ever
done.
Itoi k island.
PIONMIIP IV ROYV ltsK-:Mr. liarber refer i to PeWltt's Kidney
Hl.l.
mimi: to Tin-- i;mi-:- mi.dmis-hy- ,
I'.ladJer Pills. They are sold by
I F!"S DIiI I
lol HOT Cllftf'O-LAIi- ;. and
ri.it. is.
W'VI.TOV
Dltl'O 8TORE. J. II. O'ltlelly Co.
a

TRADE

Aztec

"The College Pennant" Cast Irrigation Congress Headquarters Swamped with
Pleased Large Audience
Letters of Inquiry.
at Elks' Theatre.
A decided success W as scored ty eV-- !
eryone who had anything to do with
the production of "The College Pennant" at the F.Iks' theater last nlg.it.
and the prediction of the Elks that
the show would set a high standard
for amateur theatricals came true. A
crowded house greeted the actors, and
tne Tiudience fully demonstrated that
It liked the show, individually and
collectively.
Save for a few blunders, due to nervousness and to be expected, the show
wus presented in professional syle
and the few slips that did occur only
added fun. The show possesses good
music, has unusually clever scenery
and an Abundance of opportunity for
effectltve acting. The cast selected by
Mr. Brown Is probably the best that
could be secured in Albuquerque and
Is the best amateur talent that has
ever appeared before an audience In
this city. This is the verdict of any
number of those who saw the production last night which means that ev.
eryone there was pleased.
Perhaps toe tw o characters w ho
won the highest favor were
Ernest F. Iandolfi and J. Porter
Jones, who successfully interpreted
the parts of the two Germans, "HeinTheir desire of
le" and "Adolph."
adventure and natural curiosity was
the. principal source of the comedy element evidenced in the production.
L. C. Rennet, as "Rob Stubble," the
hero, acted his part well and won the
sympathy of the audience a.--) well as
its applause.
Mrs. Robert F. Asplund and Nye
Martin, the parents of "Hob." completely won the audience and In their
clever rendition of "Hack to Iowa"
scored a decided success.
.Marcus p. Kelly. V. K. H. Sellers.
A. D. (Jraham. Kirk Bryan. It. Frank
Fillmore. Raymond Stamm, Henry
Droppleman, ' Harry Hoffman and
Master Richard David, carried their
individual parts with due credit to
themselves and to the delight of the
audience In general.
Miss Dorothea McCartney appeared
in the second act and gave It the finishing touch in singing "The Taie the
Teddy Rear Told." Miss McOartney responded to several well deserved encores.
The love scene In the third act between Joe R. Sco'.ti, as the ruler of
Mrs. Charles
C.raziosa Islund, and
Frank, was well acted and gracefully
led up to the climax, in which "Heine"
and "Adolph" again figured strongly.
The most pleasing feature of the
w hole play w as the song, "The Lonely
Moon," by Mrs. Charles Frank. The
song made a very decided hit with the
audience, and Mrs. Frank was required to respond to several encores.
The quartette, composed of Ernest
Landolfl. J. Porter Jones, Miss Ignore Cowles and Miss Roxy Andrus.
in Spanish costume, was well received
and gave an artistic finish to the third
act.
"The College Pennant" will be reproduced this evening at the Elks'
theater and gives promise of securing
a final and even greater success.
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C. W. Mehan. chief clerk In the Al
buquerque postofllce, residing at 308
West Lead avenue, was before United
States Commissioner 11. R. Whltiug
this afternoon charged with interfering with and secreting official mail
matter.
Mehan was arrested yesterday afternoon by Deputy United States
Marshal Bogh on a complulnt sworn
to by Postofllce Inspector E. P. Smith
Mehan pleaded not guilty to the
complaint, and employed Felix Lester,
the attorney, to defend him. United
States Attorney D. J. Leahy arrived
in the city today from Santa Fe to
prosecute the case.
On being arrested yesterday Mehan
gave bonds In the amount of- $.110 for
his appearance toiay.
Inspector Smith said on the stand
this afternoon that
the complaint
charged Mehan with interfering with
two letters, both of which were ad
dressed to Postmaster Hopkins, one
was from the treasury department at
"Washington.
The other was a letter
"of Inquiry,'' mailed at Carlzozo.
The letter from Carlzoxo. according to the Inspector, arrived in the
city on train Xo. 10 yesterday morning. It was seen by the Inspector on
the train Just south of Isleta, but was
not found in the postmaster's mail
yesterday morning. It wa not recovered until last evening about 7 o'clock,
when it was found In the postoffice.
The Inspector followed the mall
from the train to the postoffice and
while standing at a writing desk in
the lobby of the postoffice watched
Mehan dump the sack ami back-stam- p
the letters. When the letter
"of inquiry," as vrt-- as another official letter known to re in the sack arriving from the south did not show up
in the postmaster's box, he called Mehan Into the postmaster's private office. Mehan denied nil knowledge of
the letters. When searched by the Inspector, the letter from the treasury
department was found on his Inside
vest pocket.
Inspector Smith was still on the
stand at 3:30 o'clock.
Mehan has been an employe of the
Albuquerque postoffice department for
five' years and has hitherto hell, the
esteem of his superiors.
After hearing evidence from Postmaster It. W. Hopkins and W. O.
Leekly, railway postal clerk on the
Rio Crande division of the Pantn Fe,
Unih-States Commissioner Whiting
bound Mehan over to the United
States grand Jury.
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Hut the disease grew Is no doubt th.it he really thinks he
worse, and by the time the PhiladelIs going to win. He has Ms tigents of
phia convention was hold In I!"11) he publicity and promotion. He has had
had railed the Indiana poiiilcans Innew photographs taken. He receives
to conference and confided to them reports and makes trades with the
his purpoi-to be McKinley's stlcees-so- r. men who protend to be able to deliver
He did this so they would not delegates. He has it.
bo. mi him for vice president at
i.
He thought that being vice
l!ut the most remarkable case of
president would hurt his presidential
is that of (ieorge Itruce Cortelyou.
chances So Roosevelt was made- vice nil
He of the cold, sane eye. He w ho hits
president and Mr. Fairbanks lot.
been the confidant of Cleveland, MeFrom that time the mania grew Kinley
and Roosevelt; the man who
worse.
knowledge
lte
The
that
seen politics and the presidential
itiinht have had Uoosevelt's office has has
Coralwavs worried Fairbanks, and when office front behind the scenes.
has got rattled;
the next convention came round he telyou,wa.swho never
who
eiiual to the emergency at
was ready to take second place.
when
Today Falrbank-- s really thlnkn Buffalo; who was unshakencarriage
thrown from the president's
he has a chance to be the Republiat Pittsfied; who knew what to Ao
can nominee.
when Roosevelt had to bo operated on
The presidential microbe did not at Indianapolis; w ho has seen cabinet
bite Joseph 3. Cannon until about officers come and go and has come
February, 1907. The virus did not and gone upward himself; who ha."

It) t.llxon (iiirtlncr.
Washington, D.
Feb. 7. There
is no question about 1cslle M. Shaw
being .i candidate for the presidency.
He I. rn was and he will
He
lias been since ho first came to Washington, six years nit'i. mid ho prob-ahl- y
will bp when he becomes the
l:Ht surviving member of the Iowa
old s ttlers" club.
Tht manli which follows a bite by
t hipresidential microbe is never
run!. Mr. Shaw was bitten shortly
before he took the oath of ofllee at
tier re. a ry of the treasury at the beginning of President Itnosevelt's
His candidacy was
announced to the world about
n year later, when he took one of the
4he revenue cutters of the treasury
depart went and Rave an excursion
to the Washington
correspondents
down the Potomac.
That Is about ns far as the Shaw
boom ever (tot. He enlisted the services of a press agent In the person
of ltob Armstrong, formerly of the
Chit-afrHecord Herald, whom he
made his secretary. Hut ltob got an
offer to go to New York to be something In a guaranty company and deserted. Then Shaw was cleaned up
In Iowa.
edged out of
Then he
the cabinet. Then he went Into the
Wall Street Company business. And
tinw he has written an autobiography.
So anyone may see what the mi
crobe has done to Shaw.

White

take real effect until several months
later. Cannon Is naturally tough. He
has been in politics for more than
forty years. He has seen men like
John Sherman. Tom Reed and James
O. Tilalne get the presidential mania
and die of It. He swore that he would
not lose his sanity.
His resolution lasted until the summer of 1907.
Then he succumbed.
Members of congress had dinned it
into his ears. He was surrounded by
an atmosphere of constant flattery.
His toadies handed him all the nice
things in the clippings and kept from
him the roasts. The Hemenways and
was Tawneys of Congress g.t to him, and
Vice
Fairbanks
President
bitten by the presidential bug nine at last he believed. He told the boys
the
jrars ago. Immediately the mania to go ahead. Now Cannon s has
any.
began
to
manifest
itself In mild presidential mania as bad
forms. These were at first merely
privately
owned
editorials In his
Philander Chase Knox really thinks
newspapers telling what a flue suc- he will be president.
It is hard to
cessor he would make to MeKinley, tell when he was bitten, or when the
posing
about
the poison began to operate. But there
and frequent

COCKRWMDS
PRESIDENrS
MESSAGE
Declares It An Inspired Proclamation to American PeopleDemocrats Cheer.
Washington, Feb. 7. Indorsement
f the president's message, the recommendations It contains, the policies it
outlines and the denunciation of
wrong which forms its most striking
features, come from both sides In the
House of Representatives in a series
f speeches so strong and so enthusiastic in their praise as to reveal a
situation absolutely w lihout precedent
or parallel 4n the history of the country. It showed that both Republicans
and Democrats, entirely aside from
their individual feelings, their desires,
the interests they represent or the
purposes they desire to promote, recognize in the president's latest official
paper the doctrine the country will
uphold and will Insist shall be upheld
s.
by the people's representatives In

tion we come to the part which we
all applauded, and that was the paragraph that related to charges that
business distress was brought on by
the government and that the knife
should be used freely in cutting out
rottenness."
Mr. Cock ran grew vitriolic in his
denunciation of bank presidents and
corporation officials who had been
guilty of illegal action. He first referred to the Investigation, and. In
speaking of the recent financial crisis,
said It had been caused by revelations
of depravity In high places In the financial world.
Grow Out of Insurance Graft
"Was the president responsible for
that?" he inquired. The whole thing,
he said, grew out of a. quarrel of the
plunderers of Insurance companies
over the distribution of the spoils. So
deeply had the public conscience become appalled, he said, by the spectacle of unpunished crime that never
did it seem to dawn on anyone, publicists or Journalists, or prosecuting
officers or even politicians, "that Instead of certain corporation heads be.
g
Ing suffered to do some
In the corporations they had pillaged, they ought to be sent to do
some cellcleanlng in the penitentiary.
"It has been asked." continued
"why doesn't the president
prosecute these gentlemen?" But Mr.
Cockran said he noticed it was always
propounded by those who, If they
thought there was any danger of
would Tint engage In public
discussion on the hustings or In the
newspapers, but would be quietly
seeking steameshlp tickets to foreign
lands.
He did not believe the president had
exhausted all his powers, but, he said,
"I do say this message shows he appreciates his duty."
Doud Republican applause followed
this remark. The message was. Mr.
Cockran declared, an inrp'red proclamation to the American people.
Ills Reference to lUan
Referring to Mr. Bryan Mr. Cockran
said; "We have a crusader as to w hom
there is some doubt as to whether he
I opposed him
is not too strenuous.
in the past, I might still oppose him.
but I believe this message has outlined the conditions under which he
becomes the foreordained champion
of law and order "
The applause which this utterance
evoked among the Democrats was so
great that it was sone t me before
Mr. Cockran could proceed,
house-cleanin-

gone through wars and panics and
been tried with all kinds of work and
responsibilities that try men's souls
Cortelyou finally was bitten by the
Microbe Presidentla, and thinks with
the rest that he Is to be Roosevelt's
successor. Cortelyou Is perforce a receptive candidate. 'As a member of
the cabinet he cannot Interfere .vltn
the plans of .his chief. But that he
has the presidential mania, clearly
marked and with all the symptoms, Is
open to no doubt.

Then there's Taft. His friends any
the microbe hasn't bitten him at all.
not care many whoops
that he d'
whether he is .nominated or elected
He never ran for office; he frankly
tike the business; he feels at
does
thrashsea. anil would rather take
ing than (To through the prospective
canvass. Rut T. U. has sal.1: Will
you simply must."
So Will Is doing
what he can.

nt

LONDON

DENIES REPORT

OF PACIFIC FLEET INCREASE
No

Truth In I tumor That
Will lie Strong KiuthhIi

I

IIunc.

It was an acknowledgment that the
president Is right, and that being
right, those who are prepared to oppose his policies wilfully take the side
of the wrong, no matter what arguments they present In defense of their
course.
Three of the most remarkable
speeches the House has ever listened
to were made by Mr. Townsend and
Wr. Hepburn of the Republican side
and by Representative Bourke Cock-ra- n
upon the Democratic side. Town-sen- d
not only approved of everything
said by Mr. Roosevelt in his message,
but argued from the strong stand he
lhas taken In favor of legislation for
the general welfare and for vigorous
action by the government against a
special privilege and crime in high
places, the assurance that the people
tiave come Into their ow n. Repre- "
sentative Hepburn declared that the
legislation the president has asked for! SWIFT'S PKKMIl.M CAl
Alt.
will be enacted by this Congress.
Swift's Premium Calendar for lstos
surpasses in beauty any of the many
Brilliant 1 if fort
Coekran's speech was one of the " iking calendars already issued by
"rm
Whatever
erv best of his career.
T1
calendar is made up of three
may be aid about the man's lncon- separate
panels, each S'ixlT inches,
sistencv or whatever churges may be
l'ael portrays "An Ideal
made against Ills personal character.!1'"'
Girl's Head." painted by
there can be no successful detraction American
' Kggleston and delicately
Afrom his eloquence nor of the force Mls
oro.,r,uta
lv h m .to ''b "l'neu in iweive coiors anil
.1
the nrowlrlpnt in the rleht and
panels are
to present him as the greatest leader ,Tt" p'c"'d and third two
pictures
'"''Uttes. These
n
in the fight against
times
of modi-C -- ...I that have heeome even,1'"' '"'"
brush of the famous
""-Klsman Scmenow- stronger than the government Itself. sk- 'i w'io--Winter.
e
work is so well known
i nio.ii
muuuit,i u hi. e
cotmol.-eu- rs.
,
t.. how thnt in such a fieht "'""-- '
"f lthesf ,lvv"
as Roosevelt has started William Jen-- ; '"'' is trr,,me'!1
c.a.-si.without being severe
- .he WW. I successor to!
..I....
U,t'
"f
'"'
:""' ufth of
This sentiment portrayal
are truly wonderful.
while it was cheered by the Demo
As the last two panels contain no
crats, was the one weak point in an advertising
matter of any kind they
otherwise great speech.
inweii'ome In the home
Cockran was especially strong In where rhi-- are suitable objects
for
showing the ut.er absurdity of cliarg-- 1 framing.
ing the president with existing busiSwift & Company. Chicago. Is sendness depression, or recent financial ing out this beautiful I '.His Premium
troubles. Panic was not caused by Calendar postpaid for in cents
In
the exposure of wrong, be said. Con. stamps or coin. Needless to say, tin;
fidenee wa.s not destroyed by turning calendar Is worth many t im-the
the light upon corruption, but by the price asked for It.
corruption Itself. He disputed toe
Send or r to Sw ift & Co , Dept. p.
statement made earlier by Townsend S ock Yai.is Station. Chicago, 111.
that the people have come into their
own, but said that President Roosem il. dim; ion
i..
velt had pointed out how they might
rom-itooMiami: di m dim;
come into their own.
OX
Mill OF XKW AllMOItV
Approve! of I'xlng tlio Knife
in ii, dim;. m7 x. Kii.vi.it avi:..
part:
Mr. Cockran said in
MIST 111: SOLD AT OXCK. Ill lis
The message which the president Wll.l. Ill: KIU'F.IVKD 11)11 SAMK
T MY OITK'i:, LMIl'S
ent here Friday raises a question
CF.X.
nn.l1 TltAli AYi:
I P 'ID 2 P. M. I I II.
which goes to the very
11MI8.
government.
8,
The
arowth of civil
V. G. IIOPK.
firft part of the message contains
porcomplaints. After we pass that
Chairman.
j
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Arizona Project Promises to
Become Big IndustryBur.
bank Angry atGovernment.
Dounlus.

Ariz.. Feb. 7.
of live Missouri

A

A useful storm coat in gray crav
anetted cloth, has a double shoulder
cape which extends down the front
of the cape to the hem of tho coat.
Stitching and buttons with velvet for
the collar are the only trimming.
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February
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ard, who proposes to make the desert regions bf Arizona blossom with
his "spineless cactus, good as food
for man or beasl'," U angry; real angry, because of the publication of a
government bulletin which declares
that the Santa Rosa, Cat, wizard
overshot the mark when
he announced the production of a spineless
cactus that made excellent food.
The bulletin In question Is en'ltled
"The Tuna as Food for Man," and Is
written by David Griffiths, who manages to bear up under the Job of assistant agrostologist to the bureau of
plant industry. The bulletin was Issued only last month. The dlsquiell-in- g
paragraph follows.
A Hold Aswrtlon.
"The general belief and hope that
the spineless cactus will some day
displace her wild sister on the desert
wastes of California and Arizona, furnishing food and a substitute for water to the lost prosped lor, is doomed
to
disappointment.
KxperinienU
have hhown that this cultivated species Is unable 'to withstand the hardship of desert life.
l.t is doubtful
whether science and culltvatlon will
make the fruit more acceptable than
the wild variety, as there will be no
way found to rid the fruit of the
spines and spicules."
A company has already been formed to grow the spineless cactus in
this territory, being Incorporated under the laws of Arizona, and Its promoters are reported to have paid
r.urbank a very large price for a very

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers
Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

Gross Kelly & Co
(Incorporated)

small box of seed of the spineless
cactus. Burbank himself asserts that
he has several times served spineless
cactus to his friends, and that many
are prepared to swear the stuff Is
good xi eat, and he intimates
the
government experts will either have
to retract or have shoved down their
throats a big bunch of Arizona cacti
with plenty of thorns on.
Says Tlioy're Piqued.
Luther Burbank declares It Is foolishness to say his spineless cactus Is
not a success, and says the government bulletin was Issued because the
experts are piqued that he beat them
five years In 'the development of cactus. He further declares the cactus
Is far too valuable to have been given
a thorough trial and says it is perfect nonsense to talk about it not
thriving.
Making Actual Tests.
The Spineless Cactus company, organized under the laws of Arizona
and capitalized at $500,000, purchased the California rights and Is testing plants on the desert at Indlo. It
k
hiLs five varieties and reports to
that the plants are doing wonderfully well and that during the
present winter they have made a
marvelous growth.
These plants are guarded by men
with shotguns and dogs and surby
heavy barbed
wire
rounded
fences. These plants will be put on
the market next summer. The German consul in San Francisco la nego
tiating at present with Burbank to Introduce the cactus Into Germany's
says
African possessions. Burbank
the cactus will produce 20 tons of
fruit do the acre after three or four
years' growth.
Next year Burbank
will sell this fruit.
This year none
was sold, but each seed of the fruit
eaten was saved. Burbank declares
."
his spineless cactus a "dead sure

YOU CAN SAVE

Vendetta.
The Man on the Box.
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A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you
to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid.' You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
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Grippe is sweeping the country.
Stop it with Preventics, before it gets
deeply seated. To check early colds
with these little Candy Cold Cure
Tablets Is surely sensible and safe.
Preventics contain no Quinine, no
laxative, nothing harsh or sickening.
Pneumonia would never appear if
early colds were promptly broken.
Also good for feverish children. Large
box, 48 tablets, 25 cents. Vest pocket
boxes 5 cents. Sold by all dealers.
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The Burgomaster.

Cough Remedy a fa
vorite.
e prefer Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy to any other for our chil
dren." sas Mr. I,. J. Woodbury of
Twining, .Mich.
"It has also done
the work fir us in bard colUs and
croup, and we take pleasure in
llt g it." For sale by all drug-

it
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Are You Crazy?

FED AND

we do so much ROUGH
DRY work Is because we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford to
nave it none at home
IMPKRIAIi liAIJNOHY CO.

KEPT 0PEH
BY IMPURITIES IN TIIE QL00D

s

gists.

Kis'pliii; Ojh-i- i IIoiim'.
Kverybody is welcome when we feel
good; and we feel that way only when
iir niaesiive oraans
are working
pvip-rl- y.
Dr. King's New Pile Pills
regulaii- - the action of stomach, liver
ail bowels .so perfectly one can't
help feeling good wli"n he uses these
pills. 2SC at all druggists.
K idol Is a scientific preparation of
vegetable act is w i;h natural digesting and contains the same Juices
round in a healthy stomach.
Each
dose will digest more
than S.000
:ams of good food. Sold by J. H.

"

Grocers

va-rle- ;y

rex-o-n

liuiiilM-rlaiu'-

Wholesale

party

consisting
men, now
In Douglas, contemplates
buying i
large I act of land near town on
grow
which to
the "splnHess cactus
in large quantities as food for man
anil beast. Mr. Spears, the originator
of the venture, is from Kansas City,
Mo., and has for a number of years
experimented raising different spe-- l
cles of the cacti, and has a wonderful fund of Information practical and
scientific, aboit cacti in general.
The scientific name of the spineless
variety Is opuntia. commonly known
as prickly pear, which was recently
developed by Mr. Burbank.
Mr.
Spears states that the prickly pear
(opuntia). In its primitive state, had
no spines, but that they were developed for self preservation.
He hopes to be able to secure BOO
acres of land near Douglas, at a reasonable price, as he considers Doug
las an excellent place for headquar
ters, especially as he has plans In
view for raising large fields of cacti
In Sonora, Mexico.
He will not con-lin- e
himself to the spltieless" variety, although he expects to plant
this year about BOH acres of that
in Sonora and Arizona.
Nothing New.
In speaking of the various tests
now being made by practical as well
is scientific men to ascertain the real
value of the "spineless" variety as
food for man and beast. Mr. Spears
laughed at the idea of it being something new. He says that he hfid records of many different varieties of the
cacti being used for food, water and
for making clothing since before the
time of Cabeza de Vaca, That lllfated
Spaniard and his companions subsist
ed for six years almost entirely upon
the fruits of different species of cacti;
opuntia grew then ns now from Flor
ida to New Mexico, as elsewhere, in
the greatest profusion in many places
and upon the fruit of It, called
tuna," they subsisted for months aj:
a time, while wondering from "The
River of the Palms" (somewhere on
the coast of Florida) through Texas
New Mexico, thence south to Mexico

liuronnk la Angry.
Luther Burbank, the vegetable
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London, Feb. 7. Tile Associated
Press Is officially authorized to declare that there is absolutely no truth
In the report telegraphed from Hall-fa- x
yesterday tiiat the British squad
ron in the Pacific Is to be materially
Increased.
No change whatever Is being made
or is contemplated in the China squad- dron, and the British government has
not the slightest Intention of replac
ing the old Pacific fleet which fymer. City.
ly had its base at Esquimau. B. C
Mr. Spears will plant several hun
and which is now represented by a dred acres in maguey, the famous
r.
solitary
plitit from which ague miel. pulque.
and other well known drinks In Mex
STORM tXAT AM) CAPK.
ico are made, as well as a kind of
course mat1 Ing and cloth from the
fibre of the long fleshy leaves; the
pulp of the leaves Is used for mak
ing paper and for fuel.
Mr. Spears and associates
leave
Douglas In a few days to examine a
tract of land near Montezuma. So
nora, which they will probably buy.
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If OKI Rnres were due to outside influences, or if the cause was confined
itrictly to the diseased flesh around the ulcer, then external treatment anil
simple cleanliness would cure them. Hut the trouble is in the Mood, which
i
Income unhealthy and diseased, mid keeps the sore open by continually
eh.irj;iti'i nlo it the impurities ami poisons with which the circulation is
iiltd. 'l itis poisonous condition of the blood may be the remains of some
on- - titutio:ial trouble ; the etlect of a lotnj spell of' sickness,
or because the
latni il n hise of the body, which should pass oft tlnou-- h the proper avenues,
i.is been K it ill the system and absorln-- into the blood. Atjain, the cause
na v lie ht r. uit.iry ; but it does not matter how the poison becomes intrenched
n the blood, the fact that the sore w ill not heal is l vi.'.ciice of a deep underly-- i
r cause.
Salvci, washes, lotions, etc., m..y cause the place to scab over
temporarily, but the blood is not made any
jiuver by such treatment, and soon the old
inflammation and discharge will return and
the sore be as bad or worse than before,
S. S. S. poes down to the very bottom of the
trouble, cleanses and purifies the blood, ami
PURELY VEGETABLE
S. S. S. enriches
niHkes n permanent cure.
and freshens the circulation so that instead of
.
' unhealthy matter into the place, it canies rich,
ldooil to the diseased patts and in i vei v way agists in a natural
t
' ire.
Uook on Sores nnd Ulcers and anv medical advice free, to
i' e.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.'
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

Friday, febrfarv

MOTOR

CNR

swine decreased $l.f7.
horses iiicre-aseIn total value,
2fl.952 nn0. mule decreased f U.12R,.
000, milch cows Increased $4,560,000,
other cattle decreased $35,619,000,
sheep Increased $",526,000; swine decreased "8.761.000.
The total value of all animal
above on January 1, 1908,
was $4,331,230,000, as compared with

0

NOT AFFECT

$4,423,69S.O0O on

decrease of $92,468,000,

HORSES

1,

or

1907. a
2,1

KKTEIt.

TMOF

CLASSIFIED A D S

rnu-merat-
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Tlio Jumping Off Place.
"Consumption had me in Its grasp;
and I had almost reached the Jumping
place when I was advised to try
Atore Beasts of Burden Now off
I
Dr. King's New Discovery; and
want to say right now. it saved my
Than Ever Before In Spite life.
Improvement began with the
flrst bottle, and after taking one doa-e- n
of Automobile Increase.
bottles 1 was a well and happy
man again," says George Moore, of
FOR RENT
N. C. As a remedy for
Washing-ionI". C, Feb. 7. That Grimesland,
of weak,
healer
and
coughs
colds
and
the motor car has not affected the sore lungs and for preventing pneu- FOR RENT FurnUhed rooms and
16 feasi
breeding and raining of horses and monia New Discovery is supreme. 60c
board in the Highlands.
Central.
mules to any great extent Is shown and $1.00 at all druggists. Trial botby the fact that the value of those tle free.
FOR RENT Houses. 3 to 8 rooms,
$10.00 to $30.00. W. H. McMilllon,
animals on farms and ranges In the
country is greater than the values of
real estate broker, 211 W.Gold.
FOR 1TBMCWTION.
NOTICE
all other live stock combined. The
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, sunny
of
horses and mules are valued at
Department of the Interior,
rooms, over postoftlce. Mrs. 11. E.
sheep
and
and the cattle,
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17,
Sherman.
figThese
swine at $2,046,761,000.
1908.
RENT Large furnished room.
FOR
the
report
of
ures are presented In a
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
323
North Broadway. Gentleman.
public.
bureau of statistics just made
Hllarlo LopeB, of Cubero, N. M.. has
See Ryan, the xpraaaman.
They were collected by the govern- filed notice of his intention to make FOR'RBNT Typewriters, all kind.
ment experts and represent the val- flnal five-yeproof In suport of his
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
ue, of live stock on January 1 last.
Entry
No
Homestead
viz:
claim,
215 West Central.
The report shows that in spue use, 630s made Aprll n 1901. for the
RENT Nice clean furnished
FOR
34,
11
Township
the large number of motor cars In
se4. Section
rooms, modern. 3094 West Centhere were on that date on the farms N., Range 8 V and that salJ proof
tral avenue.
and ranges 19,992.000 horses and
will be made before George H. Pradt, FOR RRNT Bright sunny rooms for
mules. On January 1 Inst V.
N.
Lacuna,
at
housekeeping; rent, reasonable, 624
than M.. on Commissioner,
there were 24:,000 more horses more
March 16. 1908.
West Central avenue. Inquire In
January 1, 1907, and 52.000
following
witnesses
He names the
rear.
mules.
prove
to
residence
his continuous
Uoi-nt- .
624 So.
RENT Minneapolis,
FOR
Than
upon, and cultivation of, the land
Mule Worth More
Second St., rooms for lighthouse-keepinThe average price of the horses wns tic:
Cheapest
Also bed rooms.
Jose Abelta, Vlctorlno Montano,
$93.41 and of the mules $107.76. The
In city.
M. T. Otero, all
Gorgonlo
Flfueroa,
greater
that
that
was
hogs
of
number
sunny front
FOR HIO.nt Large
the of Cubero. N. M.
of any other class of live stock, as valroom with board. 309 S. BroadMANUEL R. OTERO,
report places them at 56.084.000.
way.
Register.
ued at $339,030,000, the average price
o
FOR KENT. Corner stor, good
being $6.05. The other figures preavenue.
ll.VIli DRESSER' AND CHIROPO
stand, 2d and Atlantic
sented by the report are:
average
DIST
21, 194. 009.
cows,
Apply at 820 S. 3d.
Milch
parlors
Mrs.
her
Bamb'nl,
at
price a head $30.67, total value.
the Alvarado and next door t FOR RENT 3 nice modern rooms
other cattle, V0. 073.000, aver- Sturges cafe, is prepared to gli
for light housekeeping. Apply 410
age price a head. $16.99. total value. thorough scalp treatment,
do hal)
North Second.
$845,938,000; sheep. 54.631.000. aver- dressing, treat corns, bunions and In
She gives massag FOR RENT Large furnished room
age price ft head, $3.88. total value.. growing nails.
Mr
and manicuring.
conveniences
with all modern
$211,736,000; swine. 56.0S4.0O0, aver- treatment
iiumblni's own preparation of com
Suitable for gentleman. No health
age price a head. $6.05. total value. plexion
cream builds up the skin and
Apply 09 west
seekers desired.
imnpni-$339,030,000
tha
nnfi la
rnrrrtbTlnn
TIJeras.
Compared with January 1. 1 9U i.t nr guaranteed not to oe injurious. Sh
following changes are also indicated. also prepare a hair tonic that curei FOR RRNT Nicely furnished rooms,
and prevents dandruff and hir fall
building and furniture new; use of
The Increase In Numbers.
Ing out; restores life t
dead hair
In numbers, milch cows increased removes moles, warts and superfluoui
front parlor, heated; kitchen for
226.000, other cattle decreased 1.493,. hnlr. Massage treatment by vibrato
those who wish to do light cooking.
For any hlemish of tb
Electric lights, bath. All these ac000, sheep Increased 1,391.000, swine machines.
Mrs.
Bambini
face call and consult
commodations for $4.00 per week.
increased 1,290.000.
No Invalids; no small children. Rio
In arrrnM vilue a. head, horses de- If you want anytmng on earth, jrot
decreased $4.40:1
10. mule
Grande House, 519 Weet Central
get
through
It
want
the
column
can
avenue.
milch cows decreased .33, other cattle of The Evenlnr Citizen. We get re
decreased .21, sheep Increased .04. PUIU.

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Y

.

ar

g.

$650.-057.00-

0;

I

j

j

FOR SALE

Raisms

P s (fftC

PeaclieS

Apricots

PRIED FRUIT AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Finest Quality.
Family assortment of 50 lbs and 100 lbs.
We pay t)t frtjght
Buy djrec, JBd grt ,ht best
SAMPLE

EACH 2$ CENTS

.

prepud. price list free.

California Products Co.,

Colton. Calil

busines. $250,
FOR SALE Good
navlnir 100 per cent. Be quick If
you want something good.
Must
sell In 10 days. Af'k at this office.
FOR SALE A brand new Stevens'
single barrel shot gun, never fired.
A high grade and strictly up to
dat gun. Inqurre at The Citizen
office.

a Little WANT AD In the Citizen
TELEPHONE IS

"71

b.

A good tent house, size
14x16 ft. Cheap. Apply Room 7,
N. T. Armljo bldg.
ton
FOR SALB At a sacrifice-Remingtypewriter, like new. Mll-le- tt
Studio, 215 West Central, Al.
M.
buquerque,
FOR SALE Best business proposition in city at 75c on $1. About
$1,500.
Address R. S. 6. Citizen.
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

FOR SALE

FOR SALE Nice driving and saddle
horse; also saddle and pony. W.
H. McMllHon, 211 W. Gold.
FOR SALE Some good bargains

in

frame cotreal estate: A
tage with hath on South Broadway, $1500; a
frame cottage. W, Central ave., close In;
$1100, easy terms; two good business lots on W. Central
con3rd anil 4th; a new four-roocrete house. $1350; three lots each
50x142 on E. Central avenue, $200
long list of
for all three. And
snaps of all kinds. A. Flescher.
212
real
and Insurance,
South econd street.
five-roo-

m

five-roo-

m

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$280. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE IIOVSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
303 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings.
On

.

n.VRCAINS IX RANCH
ERTY.

Three and a half acres first
class cultivated land, right on
main ditch, three miles north of
town, price $300.00. Easy terms.

o o o

WANTED A genii delivery horse.
Call at 117 West Gold avenue.
good. second
WANTED Gent"
o o o
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
land,
of very good
acres
Ten
516 South First street, south
of
three miles north of town, price
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
$500.00 cash.
WANTED Position by young man In
o o o
store or hotel; willing to work at
good
acres
Eight
in alfalfa,
M-,
31.
moderate wagos. Addresa A.
adobe house, four and a
fence,
Citizen office.
half miles north of town, price
WANTED
Ladies desiring millinery
$600.00 cash.
at cost for next ten days call on
o o o
Miss C. P. Crane. 615 North SecSeven acres good land, all level
Millinery and dressond street.
and under ditch. partly under
making parlors. Phone 944.
cultivation, one mile from town
wanted.
on main road, price $1400.00 cash
WANTED Offices to clean. porter
o o o
work, windows cleaned, trees trimSlxty-flv- e
acres of the best land
med, back yards cleaned, and all
in the Rio Grande valley, all unodd Jobs attended to. Address R.,
der cultivation (25 acres in alfalthis office.
fa),
four wire fence, on main
bodleo,
unmarried
Able
WANTED
price $65.00
ditch, title perfect,
men. between ages of 21 and 35;
per acre, terms: one half down,
citizens of United States, of good
balance in one or two years at 8
character and temperatt habits,
per cent.
who can speak, read and write
English. For information apply to
O O O
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
And a great many others from
Ave.. Albuquerque. New Mexico.
one to two hundred acres.
WANTED Young man wishes posi
tion. Experienced as salesman in
meat and provisions. Will accept
any work. Address T. W., care
Citizen.
Iteal Extate and Loans. Notary
and
saddle
WANTED
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
driving horsw, about 900 pounds
weight. Inquire Albuquerque Car- riage Co.
CXJOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYXXXJO
WANTED Girl for general house
For Sale at a Bargain. Furwork, family of two. Call at from
niture and lease 12 rooms,
Mrs. D. S.
10 a. m. to 2:30 p. m.
modern rooming house.
Ro.senwald, 718 W. Copper avenue.
WANTED Capable men 10 fill ex
For Sale Bargain one store
ecutive, technical, omce and mertwo
building. 80x100 feet,
We can place
cantile positions.
stories and basement.
you in the position for which you
are qualified. Southwestern BusiFor Rent Store building on
Easi Cenness Association 201
West Central ave. A snap.
tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 257.

A. MONTOYA

All-rou-

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

2nd Strttt

BUSINESS
Won't Interfere with present em- OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
your
Double,
Income.
ployment.
Answer quick. Square business
deal. N. V. M. Co., Dept. A.,
South Canal, Chicago.

WILL START YOU IN

32-3- 6

and

LOST

Finder
FoUND

fld

pony,

mihI d

on

Hii'l

Ho! ire.

it

.
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4$
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if
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'
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A

MALE HELP
.'lii.U'i MoTOl: CYCLE OR MORSE
our men for
and buggy liirnii-ho-f;;o iM) per
month
triUiliiiK.
ami
'u ' ike ordei'M for the
r
house in the
.i
urcit.
wori-lWrite fir particulars. It.
i

t- 4

'i

v-

I

Do not fail to call on us
if you have land in the
valley which you desire
to sell or exchange. We
have the facilities for
doing business, and if
you price your land right
we can handle it for you.
We understand every detail and feature regarding irrigation enterprises
and the art of properly
rotating crops to attain
the best results. We un-

derstand the development of irrigation propositions, the colonization
of lands, the cultivating,
irrigating and growing
of the different crops,
and the methods to pur
sue in order that a sugar 1
beet factory will be built
in Albuquerque.

In other words,

the handling of
Irrigated Lands

will be one of
the busy depart-

new advertisement Saturday.

What In Do Wlu-i- l Billons.
The right thing to do when you
'eel ninous is to laKe a iiu'c or ciiam
bet Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
They will cleanse the stomach and
regulate- - ihe liver :inl bowels.
Try
it. I'rlce, IT, cents. Samples free at
iall ilriiijKlst.s.

1. Maiie!. D.pt. Sis, Chicago.
es w o want gno.i
ANTED- - 1. i...
' (I
se ret service In I'nl- in., n.
te.i St.it. s. No exp. nence nK li d.
Y .i.Ve fill
i.s'i uc'ions. Write to- IIVMIIROOK I'.IIOS.
I tetectlve
A in,-Assovia- - I'lioiie .Mill.
y
12 .IiiIiii mi
ii..;.ii. ,i..;is. Ind.
ti.oi.
Sa
lie
hores a specialty.
ty.
In
Pi
the
..pi
. X. earn drueis
WAN El i Ag nt-- . Either
"Sadie," the picnic wag.n.
per week selling
from J'.o
embroidered pongee
our exquu-i'clI aiorite.
VcIIiIioi'IkmhI
silk waist pa tci us, xi'.k shawls, etc.
D. Charles, of IMrbor, Me.,
Mis.
C ., 6r. Droad- National lmi--isi.cak.ii' "f Elect ie iti.ters, .says:
W .IV.
New Viil k.
"It la a neighborhoo-- favorite here
It deserves to be- a faLax itive Cough Syrup with ud."
gently hut promptly on the bow- vorite everywhere. It gives quick rek:d-i- i.
the cuigh by southing lief in dyspeps.il, liver
It
els.
y ilei angi inent. malnutrition,
lu'ig irr.ta'.ion. Sold
'he
weakinss and general
by J. II. i ' it : y co.
Its action on the blood, as a
perwork is
Our shit aii'l
thorough purlller makes It especially
fect.
Oar MIMI.STIC FINISH" Is useful as a spring medicine-This
We lead other
he jiroper tiut-ggrand alterativo tonic Is sold under
follow.
guarantee by all druggists. 50c.
IMPERIAL LAUXHKV CO,
'.

A little want ad. day by day,
Does the work you draw the pay.
It sees the peop'e you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

mi

iicsT

Buvrox.

L.

Physician and Surgeon.
Highland ofiice, 10 South Wslte
Street. Phone 1030.

Highland Livery

DENTISTS

KDMUND

hour,

Of flue
30A

-

ntrv-..usiics.- s.

J. AI.GEK,
9 . ni. to

D.

I.

8.

12:30 p. na.

1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appoints urn t nuule by mall.
Went Central Ave. Phone 4 SSL

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN.
Attorney at Law.
Office, I'lrst National Bank nuiltllnc.
Albuquerque. N. M.

k. w. nonsoN
Attorney at Law.
Office. Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.
IRA SI. BOND
Attorney at Iw.

Ijiml Patents.

IVnHlons,

Copyrltrhtfl

Intents, lYade
Caveats, lettt-nlarUs, Claims.
32 P. street, N. M. Washington. D.
r

C

T1IOS. K. D. SfADDISON
Attorney-at-Iji-

Office wlUi W. B. Cliihlers,
117 West Gold Avenue.

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTER

Iiisuriince, Real ltatc, Notarf
Public.
IliMmiH 12 and M, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. SI. Phone 134.

Ii

WALKER
Fire Insurance.
Secretary Slutual BulldliiK AHroclatloit
217 Went CVntral Avenue.
A.

VETERINARY
WILMASI BEIjDEN
Veterinary.
Surgery and IKntlHry n Specialty.
40 J Houtll Kxllth I'hone 405.
DR. II. D. PETTI FORD
Veterinary.
Practical Therapeutics.
Obstetrics
and Hurgery on Horses. Cattle, Sheep
Hogs, Dogs ami Cats.
Office with
Thornton, ihe Cleaner, 121 North
Hospital
460.
Third. Phone
and
Residence, 733 South Walter. Real-denphone, 620.

MISCELLANEOUS

Stow Real

Estate and
Investment

Architect.
12JI Soinh Walter.

FRENCH

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

t

Phone 257

Plione 5.5.
ADAMS

UNDERTAKERS.
I july .vl-tan- t.

l''.ml)Hlniluir a SH'eialli.

cuki:

and

201 East Central
Avenue,

W. SPENCER

V.

Co.,

I

i

ii.

DK. SOLOMON

i

thi-ia-

it.

Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms I 4 J. N, T. ArmUo Building.

SOITIIWKSTF.RV LAW AND COLLI it "II ON AGENCY.
(llon.led)
Olllre Room I, V. T. Ar:4iijo Rlilt.
lluh J. Collins, attorney at law.
C. W. Granner, general
munngei
and claim adjuster.
I'iione 659. Albuquerque, New Mez.

-

2

8.

DR. 3. E. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms a ami S, Harnett I tu tiding.
Ovrr O'llh'lly'a lnia; utore.
Appointments iimito by mail.
Phone 744.

Uir

M icli in. i n.

88fl.

tract

Watch for our

A
l;iy male
OR STOLEN
pony, white feet, clipped mane. Re- ward. S. L. Burton, C10 South;
Walter.
(tales- WANTED Capable lrae-iinman at once. SMple line, profitable
with $25
contract
commission
w eekly
a'lv mi e. permanent posl- A. S. J.
lion: reference required.
Avt-.- ,
Detroit.;
".. Urand

LOST

'

Telephone)

DR. F. J. PATC1ILY
Phyidun ami Surgeon.
Office over Vann Dru Store. Office hours II to li a. m.. 1 to II, and
7 to n p. ni.
j'lioncs, orilce 41,
idener

Homeopathic lMiyslolanH ami Snr
Kcontt. Over Vann'a Drug Store).
Phone, Ofttoe. and Res.. 828.

iness.

boulder. Right hind
foot white, stars in forehead. Call
at 11 E.i troid ami pay for this
hi

It-f- t

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeoa.
Oecklental Ufa Building.

and are prepared to colonize a large acreage in
the Rio Grande Valley if
we can secure a desirable

ments of our bus-

bracelet engraved 12. F.
to this oflii-e- . Reward
bay

A

FOUND
1ii

for
Irrigated
Lands

PHYSICIANS

I) RS. BRONSCN & BRONSON

on main
road, under high state of cultivation, well fenced, 2H miles north
Easy
of town, price $100.00.
terms.

SALESMEN

We have
the buyers

rnop- -

Four and a half acres

WANTED

LOST

OPPORTUNITIES

LOANS

Trie

lu:

VITH

for

GWSS'

itiaAilANTKt ObAi'ISFAUXOliii

loa

MONEY

T5MM..III

.

,i

,

rurw.,

--

I

f

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.
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The
Jaffa
Perfect Fitting Shoes Grocery
Company

Joints are the hinges of the toes perfect in
infants, but often out of order in adults. A perfect
fitting shoe should hide these little hillocks and give
a shape to the foot, stylish and comfortable

1.75 to 5.00
1.00 to 2 75

SPECIAL
ler

1kx

.'BV.

to title.

The fini'st of the
Imi.x.

weapon.

Per pound 8'.,e. to

WHITNEY'S OLD STAND

Hie.

Fancy Mammoth Bulk
Olives

Fancy Sweet Spiced Pickles

Cope Cod

Cranberries
Fancy quality, 2 qts. 35c.

Garden
and Flour Seeds
OUR

Bakery Goods
A

,

Silverware.
Square Deal.

Oix-ks-

Hot Rolls at 5 o'clock.
We

TAXIDERMiST
COBB

E'-.- F.

e.

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. N.

The
Jaffa
Grocery
Company

l.
WASHBURN CO.
122 SOUTH SECOND

JIMMY BR1TT

SPRING STYLES
OPENING DAY

Friday, February 7
The Best Made

$5

.00

108 NORTH FIRST STRtZT

Dr. Vaucaire's

lt'vT
tll
Not Deter

In

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

ANO

There are no better ranges in the world than 8

SUPPLIES

Majestic Range

Han Francisco, Feb. 7. Another attempt to wrest from the sea the
chests of gold dust lying with the
bones of the ship Golden Gate, which
burned off the Mexican port of
In 1862. has failed.
Boston, who
of
C. W. Johnston
makes an annual effort to recover the
treasure, estimated at several million
dollars, reached this port yesterday
on the steamer Indiana.
He stated
that the pumps with which he de- Twnlve different styles of Machines suitable for
golden
harvest all formations and depths, any kind of power depended to suck the
from the sands and rotten timbers of sired. Write for circular A.
Lkiatioma City, Okla.
the boat failed to do the work. He C. P. Taneyhill,
said that he and other eastern capitalists, who are Interested with him.
will make another attempt In the fall. SXXXIXTIXXXXI1XIXXXXXXIIH

Just as soon

lo

j-

-

Kmployc Threatoiw Foreman, ttlm Kills Him Mexican
Ouistuhlc ProwiiM.

HncImi-kw- I

Silver City. N. M., Feb. 7. Tom
Johnson, foreman for the Lyons- Campbell Cattle company, shot and
Instantly killed a cowboy named Joe
Cox. near the home ranch of the
company on the Gila river, thirty-fiv- e
miles from this city. A witness to
the xhooting says that Johnson had
discharged Cox and a dispute arose
over $3 that Johnson claimed Cox
owed him. It la said Cox drew a revolver and threatened Johnson and
the latter killed the cowboy with his
Winchester. Johnson has been bound
over to the grand Jury under $1,000
conAntonio Joseph, a Mexican
stable who tried to swim his horse
across the Gila river to arrest Johnson, was drowned. His body ha.s not
been recovered.

A WOMAN'S

represents all the best features of all makes. In addi- lion 10 at
mis, it is conTHE GREAT MAJESTIC.
structed of material that
to all common purposes .
is unbreakable.
It will
save you time, fuel and jj
work; and produce the u
A,!

t. i
ucst,k uit rebuits.
BUyaiUA- jestic you will never

I MFG. CO. I
MIIIHia

.

5

M STB.

CO.

I

3J

p

IJMi HI3.ggT

w

c

Prices

I

$61.00
to

H

$68.

APPLES
Gano, Lauver.
Bellflower, Sheepnose

8
j

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

Wagner Hardware Co.
321-32-

Dates, Figs, Oranges,
Lemons, Grapefruit
and Cocoanuts

LYLE
Post Office Opposite

West Central

3

WE GUARANTEE
Full 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

al-

ways made this guarantee.
The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily

EYES
RIGHT!
your eyes

PLUMBING AND
I

mmm

m

HtAIINU

mm

If
are not right call
on me and let me fit them with
glasses that will make them right.

UU.

S. T. VANN

Every Tap of Work
Standard In Quality

i
i

DR. C. H. CONN MR

21

OSTEOPATHIC RMYBICIAN ANO
BURGEON
All Curable Oltaataa
Treated.
No Charge for Coniultat on
N. r. Arm lo Bulldln
TeUphone 000 and 029

H
U
H

I'riees ttie best for which our
liijrli (,'rade work may be done

412 WEST CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE til

s.

ATTENTION!

STANDARD

H

34

-

pa-per-

Actios and I'ulns Will
If Uie Advice of This Albuquerque
Citizen Is Followed.
A woman's back has many aches
and pains.
Most times 'tis the kidney's fault.
Kaekach is really kidney ache;
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
cure it.
Vm. Sanguinette. living at 415 N.
Sixth St.. Albuquerque, N. M., says:
"My wife suffered a Rreat deal with
pains In her back, which became severe when necessity required even a
slight Btrain on the muscles of the
back. If she would sweep she complained of her back achinfr. Some
three years ai?o ahe was advised to
use Doan's Kidney I'll la and procured
a box. Thoy afforded her quick and
genuine relief and from that time on
she has appealed to them as occasion
might require and always obtained
most satisfactory results.
We are
convinced that there Is nothing more
effective for disordered kidneys than
Doan's Kidney Pills."
Hnlo by all dealers. Price 60c
n
Co., Huffalo, N. Y.,
sol agents for the United States.
Kemember the name Doan's and
take no other.
I'oster-MUhur-

a.

V

FRUITS
ON THE MARKET

as an improved feature makes its

the science of stove building, the idea is at once
to this range, with the result that the Majestic of

in

need another.

XXXXXXXXXXXKXXXZXXXXXXXXZX

HACK.
Disanix-ji- r

:

varado Pharmacy

WELL MACHINERY

DISPUTE OVER MONEY

Shirts

SIMON STERN

VmmcI Will

Man-sanil-

ot

v

Twelve Cases of New Spring Shirts just
opened up: Monarch, Cluett and Eagle
makes, $ 1 .25 to $2.00. The latter priced
Shirts were formerly $2.25 and $2.50.
These goods are well worth inspection

Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired

7.

Fortune Seeker.

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

119 WEST GOLD

Youman's Derby

$5-

Ladies' and (lent lemon's Suits

-

llio

-

TO

bo a 4.

FUR BEARERS TRAPPED TO ORDER
Birds and Animals Mounted True to Life.
Moth-Proo- f
and Permanent. Work Guaranteed
210 WEST COLO

A larjje assorturiHurpussed.
ment for Saturday. Call and see
what we have before yon buy.

Ht--

Rallroat. Avenue

New

Haitllng Nel
Feb.
son and Jimmy Brltt have signed artl
cles for a
fiffht In this city
before the Pacific Athletic club. The
fight will take place the night of Fell
ruary 25, Tuesday. The men are to
weigh 1n at 133 pounds at 6 o'clock
on tbp night of the fight.
I'nder the agreement Brltt concedes
by
Itecommended
Mrs.
Henrj
Nelson five per cent bonus of the Pymes. to develop the bust from 4
6
to
inche.
money.
fighter's share of the
Guaranteed to be made from the
true uaiega Extract.
Is perfectly
nai miess.
FAIL TO RECOVER
The Vaucalre Formula Is a general
tonic, out It nas a specific effect upon
bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
the
SUNKEN TREASURE
Highland Pharmacy and Al- J.OS Angeles,

now; new stock, best quality.

208 South Second

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cue .la-- .
Invite your trade and guurantee

MEET

HUY YOUR

IMISSliUTZ

mini

J. Morelli

THE FINEST

Come and see for yourself

DIAMOND PALACE

NELSON

st

Eminently the Leading New York Hat
in an elegant, light, nobby style at $3.00
and $5.00. Also a complete line in all
the New Soft Hats, $3.00, 4.00 and 5.00

MERCHANT TAILOR

H.YIIREL

Dill Pickles

THE i

for

A.

ot

The Knox Hat

ei

1

.Sunken

German

All Kinds of Winter A.illinery

popular prices.

T

iioiIht Attempt to
JUST OPENED ONE

Our Hats for Spring 1908 are here. We
are showing late and exclusive shapes at

.

Formula

$2.75 to $3 50
per

Hardware - Plumbing

Some big bargains.

i

ten-rou-

Washington
Apples

L. BELL CO.

Untrimmed Shapes, 25c.
Street Hats. 50 and ?5c.
Trimmed Hats at less than cost
price
Ostrich Plumes at one-ha- lf

WFsT YIIKilMWS 1(11! TUT
'harleston, W. Va Fell. T. Kvery
Cnsc.
i.epuniiean member of the Wet Vlr- New Orleans, Fill. 7. Four men, glnla
legislHture ha.s Joined .1 Taft
all murderers, .nc to be hanged lti cluli. according;
to an announcement
Louisiana this afternoon for their made todav.
ei iiio's.
K,iy coin letions were
I,, nil four eases, the murderers
MMl KF-.Xoil SALK Three small
either admitting or practically
adranches, cultivated land. Address!
mitting guilt.
1!. F. McDonald, f.02 s. Firt.
Albert West and Ivlward Williams,
both negroes, will be executed at Lake
fharles. West murdered John Cha-neTj
iif.xt r.r.sinrxcF.
a white man, and Williams K
Wl Noin il FIMTII. APPLY OLD
I
OWN I'OVTOFI ( i ;.
a colored woman.
John Culpepper, of Kast Carrol
parish, will die for the murder of C.
Wanted To loan, seventy-fiv- e
thouW. Frost and Cnl Thomas, or
Kast sand (STTi.WIO. (10) do'lars on f.rst-oil- y
Feliclat.n parish, will meet death on
real rotate M'nrity. A.
the scaffold for the murder of James Montoa. 2I" W. .!(! avenue.
Chaney.
It Is not probable that a reprieve
wi'l e granted In any one of the
four eases.

Navel Oranges
Kvery one sweet and juiev.

Spring Styles

They Will iu llanmsl This Afternoon
I'jimj- Coin Iftiiitm In All

BATTLING

$3.25

Regardless of Cost

Feb. 7. .Samuel I..
Clemens (Mark Twain) re'.urned from
Nermuda la.st night on !he steamer
MURDERERS Jierinulian.
His health i entirely

FOUR

lOS.

FKI1HVARY

New

The fanciest California

Per dozen

J.

TO EAT

FIUOAV,

mark vf.fi s nrrrrF.it
York,

LOUISIANA EXECUTES

y,

Our Shoes Do This

WOMEN'S SHOES
CHILDREN'S SHOES

CITIZEN.

i

GOOD THINGS

Their snug, clinging instep, with its graceful arch,
leaves the forepart of the foot free from any strain,
which enables the shoes to retain their shape until
worn out; besides, freedom from pressure on the
uppers makes them wear longer.
Our shoes are a combination of fit and quality,
and our prices are very reasonable. A trial will convince you of these facts.
MEN'S SHOES
$2.00 to $5.00

EVENING

DOCTOR OF OPTICS
VAXX JKWKI.UY CO.
One !Kir South of Drug Store.

H. W. SCHROEDER

Teacher of Violin
ALSO MINAGEB

OF

rfchroeder's Orchestra

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coa).
We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

-

-

502 South

First

Room 28 Barnett Bldg.
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Spring Styles of 1908
Just Received and on Display.
Manhattan Shirts Earl & Wilson Shirts
Fobusfi & Crosscttc Low Quarter Shoes

M. MANDELL
CLOTHING

AND FURNISHINGS
FINE
DUNLAP OPENING DAY, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15

